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When morning came, we were still riding. The wheels 
creaked, and on the roof, the carriage-men shifted every 
once in a while. I looked out the window, but Lucius stared 
at me with dark eyes half-lidded. 
), Arco 't you going to ask?" he said. 
I jumped a bit, I think. ''What! Ask what? Sir." 
He smiled. "I see. Y 01.1 are afraid of me. That is good. 
But better that you be afraid of yourself, little one. You 
remember the creature, last night. How could you not? 
But its peril is not in its teeth, or its claws, but that you, 
too, will someday change. One day, both you and I will 
become such creatures. It is inevitable." 
I did not understand. I did not say so, but Lucius had 
spoke his bit, and would no more, not for a long while. 
Our journey lasted for another week, and I spent most 
of it staring out the window. We crawled along the moun- 
~ roads, and the hot jungles panoramed past like paint- 
ings on a scroll. By day, the carriage was hot and smelly, 
and by night, cold and dark. We stopped perhaps five times 
to make camp: I remember a fire in a pit, moths dark about 
it. The sixth day we paused to bury the carriage-driver who 
bad died of bis wounds. I watched, but Lucius remained 
within the carriage. 
Then there came a day when we climbed the lasr ridge 
and saw impossibly tall, impossibly white, the city of 
made the road-way dark as twilight. I turned away from 
the window. 
Lucius sat, hands in his lap. His eyes were neither fully 
open nor closed. I did not dare speak to him. 
I :hink I must have fallen asleep, but I woke when the 
carriage shook. Something had struck it, hard. The door 
beside me had shattered and swung to and fro, slightly 
open. Lucius was gone. Outside I heard screams and 
shouts. And howls. 
The carriage door opened. The driver held it with one 
hand, and the other held bis dripping side. Without, I saw 
the bare ground, the boles of trees, and Lucius, standing. 
Something - oh! some emotion like a shudder - clung to 
him, and his face was knife-sharp with shadows. He mo- 
tioned with one long-fingered hand. 
I stepped out into the night. 
There, on the ground at his feet, lay a thing which was 
not quite dead. Slime covered its long body, the sharp 
ridges of its spine. Its claws twisted spasmodically in the 
dirt. And its face ... its teeth ... 
Lucius looked at me, and I felt a kinship between him 
and the thing, me and him, me and it. 
"Remember," he said. "Lest you become," but I got 
and asked no more. 
The day Mors Tothus perished in fire and power, 
though I was only nine, I perceived his passing from a 
hundred miles away in Regnas, the last Daelodas manor. 
My Seeing could not be hidden from Dornae, the master 
of the manor. He at once sent word to his master in the 
city, paid my parents a great stipend, then took me into his 
household while we all waited. 
The Lord Lucius's carriage rolled through the gates of 
Regnas only two weeks later. We stood to watch it arrive. 
The farming men opened the timbers all the way wide, and 
in rattled a monster of gilt and color and green glass 
windo-..'S. Four horses drew it, and it sat six men, two 
drivers, three servants, and the master himself. The two 
leapt off as soon as it halted, and one knelt in the mud to 
unfold the carriage-steps. Then a foot emerged, and out 
came a tall, thin, bony man with a knife-edged nose and 
lean, withered fingers. His robe was severe and black, and 
he walked like a stark shadow amidst the rich color of his 
servants. 
He halted before Dornae. The thick, fat man looked 
up at the tall, thin one, and something passed between them 
as they stared into each other's eyes. L~ciw nodded 
slightly to the other. 
"Is this the one?" he asked, meaning me. 
"It is. Her Eyes opened a month ago, or less. I have 
not instructed her, but bided, as you would have wished." 
Lucius smiled slightly, which made him look even more 
bird-like. "Y es. As I would. But do not forget. Your task 
here is what it always was: the land, not the people, the 
walls, not those who man them." 
"I understand," S<Ud Dornae. His face was like a mask. 
That is how you can always tell a trained Psychic. 
Lucius turned then to me. Did he bow slightly at his 
still waist to look down into my eyes? "I am called Lucius," 
he said. '"f ou will come with me and do as you are told, 
and in time you will become great within the Howe. Do 
you have anything you wish to bring with you? You will 
not be coming back." 
I shook my head. Even had there been something, I 
would have done the same: Lucius's voice frightened me, 
and I wanted him to speak to me as little as possible. 
We took the mid-day meal in the gold and tile of the 
manor-house, and even before the sun had begun to sink, 
we were back to the carriage, and I was up and on the hard 
scats, looking out as my parents and the courtyard dimin- 
ished behind, until at last the gates shut on them. 
The carriage rolled on into the high hills, and the golden 
fields of the manor of Regnas fell behind into its valley. I 
saw a bit of the river-water far below. before the jungle- 
trees closed about us. They trailed heavy vines down into 
the moss of their knotted roots, and the shadGWs of them 
Daelodas 
by Thomas deMayo 
It was my first trip out of the townhouse since my 
arrival. I was anxious and paced the tiled floor while my 
fact reflected in its polished marble depths. The polisher 
was the old doorman Bargalon; be ran his mop and wax up 
and down the comers. He smiled at me in my impatience, 
and I thought him a kindly old man, most unlike Lucius. 
A bit before twelve, Lucius descended the stain. 
"Hrm, you are early," he said. 
I had been waiting for three hours. 
"So get on with it." 
"Ah. Such impatience." He sat back as if collecting bis 
!houghts. "Very well. Of all things, the self is the center." 
"What docs this have to do with monsters?" 
His brow dropped 111 anger. "Quiet! and I will tell you. 
Imagine," be said in bis slow, sonorous voice, "that you are 
alone. Alone and only yourself. Now imagine that you 
are nearly asleep and hardly thinking. Stop the thinking 
altogether. What do you feel? The beat of your heart, the 
rhythm of your breath? Pare these away. What is left? A 
contentment, a simple state of being? This is the source of 
everything. It is your own existence that you feel, your 
own connection to the absolute. When you have hold of 
this, when you can hold it in the fold of your thought, you 
have achieved your first mastery. Bring it up into mind. 
Know that it is there. Then reach out through it, through 
Being, and Being itself is yours to shape. Should the fire go 
out? Say to the contentment: the fire is out, and it is out. 
Should the man die? Say to the Being: let him cease. His 
bean will stop. But these things do not come witho.lt 
price. 
"When you use your center in this way," Lucius went 
on, "it begins to cease to care what it is. As it is the center 
of you, you lapse with it. Every time you employ your 
Being elsewhere, you run the risk of ceasing to Be yourself." 
"You mean - you vanish?" 
"No." Lucius smiled. "The universe is not so kind. 
Your very blood and flesh changes, and you become what 
you are not. And the Change rides along in your bloodline 
ever after, sometimes to produce monster-babies among 
your descendants, sometimes Psychics, sometimes both. 
And so, danger and power, power and danger, we dance 
around each other through the centuries. Overstep your 
power, unleash a force too strongly, too quickly, and the 
monster within you awakes. 
"Think, child. What are the walls around Regnas for? 
Why did the men-folk return at night? Because of what 
dwelt out in the jungle, the children of the children of 
Psychics." 
"Then why aren't we all dead? - all the people, I 
mean." 
"Because the Families shepherd their own and each 
other." 
"I don't understand." 
"Then, tomorrow, I think. we will go for a walk." 
"Ah." 
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I recaH sitting with Lucius in the high chamber all 
paneled in dark wood, while a fire burned in the h~, 
and Lucius sat staring at me out of the depths of his red 
arm-chair. My stool-seat was uncomfortable and had no 
back. 
"You have not explained to me about the creature," I 
said, looking up from the grammar be had given me. 
"Ah," he said. 
"And I know you are going to, sometime." 
It took us perhaps an hour to reach the Daelodas 
town-house. Lucius opened the cunains so I could look at 
it. I was not impressed. It was brick, and shabby, and had 
only two stories, with a little iron balcony that overhung 
the gate. Lucius smiled when be saw it. I dunk he wanted 
me to do the same. 
So. "It's ugly," I said. 
Lucius' smile dropped. "That is because it is old. Ours 
is the oldest Family. We built this city. We controlled the 
guilds. But we held no land, except Regnas. So we lost in 
stature. Still," he sa.id, turning grimly towards me, "do not 
mistake age for weakness, strength for ugliness. And do 
not speak ill of the Family aga.in." 
I swallowed. 
The door of the townhouse creaked open, and we rolled 
in under the gate. 
The plan of Aecamos is such that i~ covers the C2St face 
of the mountain, and below it lies a hvge go~e, into ..,hich 
the sun never shines. A great many people (and things) live 
there, deprived of light and not allowed to leave or pass 
through the white-washed streets above, even should they 
ever wish to seek the gates. Our carriage rumbled down 
the streets, and I stared out the windows at the great houses 
and their marble fa~des. I had never imagined such color 
as I saw on the passers-by nor thought the sound of voices 
could be varied by so many tongues. I reached for the latch 
to open the window. 
"Don't," said Lucius and laid a hand on my shoulder. 
"Why not?" I asked, anger overcoming my fear. "I 
want to see." 
"Because these are the houses of our enemies. That 
building," he pointed, "is the keep of the House Flori nos. 
And that, with the red roofing, House Banon." 
Just at that moment we turned a corner, and I saw a 
great, black building with gold trim, and out of it, came .. 
. there was ... a prese11ce ... a lure ... 
"Whose house b that?'' I asked eagerly. 
Lucius reached up and drew the carriage curtains to. 
Inside, it became very dark, and I could hardly see his face, 
as he leaned down over me and said, "the House T othus." 
Accamos on the western face of the mountain of the same 
name. 
"There," said Lucius, "lies our home." 
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And so we began to walk again, but the company was 
less amiabl~ than before. The buildings became grimier as 
we went, and follow~ Boethius, we wandered into maze. 
like alleyways. House-tops overhung the streets, and there 
were signs of a recent fire on the walls. But I had long since 
pcxeat than laur ooes. I turned and aw a figure striding 
cowards us. He was tall and broad, with athletic shoulders 
and dark eyes. His hair was black and grey, and at his side 
be wore a golden-hilted sword. 
"'Xargus T othus," said Lucius. and his hand found my 
shoulder. He shot a dark look at the othen out of the 
corner of his eye. 
"Lucius Dselodas," said Xargus, bowing low, •And 
Andrea !anon. And Boethius Flargi. And Karakaph 
Vargarat, of course." He looked at me ... And who is this?" 
I almost stepped forward to grert him, but Lucius' band 
tightened on my shoulder. "Her name is A,timesia. A 
witness." 
I fdt a touch on my mind. 
.. And a prodigy," said Xargus. '1 am disappointed I was 
not told. Perhaps you did not expect me here?" 
"It is of no matter," said Lucius. '"You arc within your 
rights here. Come and join the hunt." Even to me, he 
sounded stiff. 
Xargus laughed. ..And where is the quarry? And 
who?" 
"No one of consequence," said Boethius. '"Merely a 
merchant. But be has developed quite a talent - a wild 
talent. And it is already bqinning to show on him. His 
name is - was - Maniliw of Varpnt, but they have 
rejected him ... 
The tall blond-headed K.arahph nodded "He was · 
untrainable." 
Xargus smiled. "Or perhaps you were simply unable 
to do so. But no matttt: too late, of course." 
"What do you mean?" I asked, pi;>ing up. 
Xargus leaned forward, bands on bis knees. "'Why, 
don't you know?" be asked, and I fdt Lucius' band grip my 
shoulder even tighter. "'We will kill him. We can't have 
rogues run.n.ing about, Changing into ~what." 
"But that's nrful!" I said. 
'1t is the law," said Lucius. "Mere monsten Ye can 
handle, or drive them into the Gorge. but anyone with 
Power, who bas begun to Change, all Houses are bound to 
slay." 
I thought of what Lucius bad said: that Change was all 
our lots, eventually. "'What, always? 
Xargus grinned. .. Oh. sometimes, a Family will bide 
iu own, and hope that they recover. But it's very illegal: 
that's why we always have a npresentative of the Family 
involved in our tribunals. Isn't that right, Karakaph?" 
K.ankapb blanched. 
""Enough of this," said Boethius. He put bis bands to 
his temples. "'South, I think." 
I was nill impressed. 
Soon we came to the great square, with the fortified 
south gate rising behind it. Merchants in loose robes of 
many colors scattered out of our way, and resumed their 
hawking only after we bad gone far from their stalls and 
cloth-nuts. In the very center of the square. under a great 
bronze SlatUC of a man, were plhered a group of three 
richly dressed men. I shuddered when I saw them, for I 
tensed they were more than they .aned to be. I probed 
omwards with my mind, determined to discover more. 
Every head turned to sure at me. Lucius glared, but said 
nothing. 
A short, broad man with a white1>eard raised a hand in 
grerting. "So, Luciw Daelodas, we meet again, and this 
time it is useless to deny you have found yourself a ~ 
prodigy." 
'1 do not deny it, Andrea Barzon," said Luciw. '1 
would have introduc.ed you in any case. h is for her to 
learn the bws of such things that I have brought her here 
today." 
.. Ah!" said a tall, golden-haired man. '"Isn't she a bit 
young for such sighu? You shouldn't botch this one. 
Dadodas might not have another for many ye.an." 
"Or t:Ver," put in the third, who bad long grey hair. 
Lucius smiled slightly. All four, I was laur- to learn, 
were, if not friends (for such could never be), at least old 
acquaintances and on reasonable person.al, if not profes- 
sional, terms. 
We set off at a leisurely pace. took a turn onto Second 
Street, and wandered past well-to-do shops and houses. I 
noticed that it grew darker as we went farther down the 
slope and the mountain-height grew above us. Crowds 
scunled out of our W2Y• and men bowed, and old women 
made signs behind our backs. Lucius and the othen ~ke 
in a bantering kind of way. 
Then I heard footsteps behind us, and fdt - what 
? - a powerful draw? a f.avination? a presence? I cannot 
describe it even now. Early experiences arc always mere 
more." 
-where will we be going?" I asked, as be ~ ac:roa 
the open spau wit.bout a clance at Barplon. 
"'Eh? We will be me«ing IOme otben at the great 
llJ'W'C· I thought I wouldn't atUDd, but now I believe it 
will be good for your education. llemmlber, though, that 
they come from other Families: 10 ~ as little as you 
an, and tty to bide your thoughu." 
We went out through the great wooden doon and into 
the smaller stone arcb·W2J', where two mailed guards stood 
beside the open iron gates. They saluted Lucius and myself, 
and we wan out onto the Street of the Fim Tier. 
The plan of Aecamos is that of a descending spiral. We 
passed out of the gau of the Dadodas house, and down a 
W2Y of great marble-faced buildings, and couru and foun- 
tains and gilded niling. I looked around in wonder, but 
Luciw snorted. 
"'Gaudy," be said. "'Every brick of Dselodas is wonh 
education of philosophy. I bad little joy of it. I learned to 
read the wind's heart, and the portents in the rumbling 
thunder, and everywhere and always, the thoughts of men, 
burbling and swimming, clashing and cutting in love and 
bate and fear. And I learned to feel, and then to quash, the 
stirrings within me, like another life, that threatened to 
make me Change. It was too much. It was not enough. 
But it was all I got, for Lucius, unlike many masters, cared 
nothing for art or poetry or food or company, and locked 
me into his own routine of scratchy robes and hard monk- 
beds, and the ever-present and ever-painful sharpening of 
the will and thought. Often, between the sessions of 
dissection room or star-chart, I would go up onto the 
second floor balcony and stare at the domes and spires of 
the city, but whenever I asked Lucius if we might go out 
again, he paled and said, "Not yet." 
Then, when I had almost ascended to my majority, I 
found to my surprise that Lucius was planning for a great 
party. I had come into his study for my lecture, and, 
looking over bis bony shoulder, I saw on the table a great 
purchase-bill for hams and beef and poultry and other 
food-stuff. 
"What's this?" I asked, pointing. 
Lucius pushed my arm aside. He took the quill-pen out 
from between his teeth, and stared at me with his deep eyes. 
"Plans," he said. 
"For what?" 
"There's to be a council meeting here next week. Each 
of the major houses sends a representative party. It's been 
planned for years." He scowled, as if pushing back an 
unwelcome thought. "In any case, as the second-ranking 
Daelodas psychic, you will attend. Try not to talk too 
much." 
I was almost angry, but then a terrible thought took 
me. "Second ranking? What about old Dornae?" I thought 
back to the pudgy, 5':'/er!! man who had discovered my gift 
so many years ago. Surely I was not now his better? 
"Dornae? He was killed in the fall of Regnas." 
My mind raced back across the years, to the yellowed 
walls, the waving corn, the cool amphorae, to a dark-haired 
man, a laughing woman ... "Dead? All of them?" 
"Destroyed," said Lucius. "I suspect the assailing house 
wished to cut us off from our only extra-urban territorial 
possession." 
"When?" I whispered. 
He looked at me quizzically. "Six years ago. I did not 
tell you because I thought it might be distract.ing for you." 
I sank heavily into a chair. Six years. I would have been 
twelve. No, eleven. Mother, Father ... I had not thought· 
of them for years. I think I was weeping. 
Lucius raised an eyebrow. "Perhaps I should have told 
1ou earlier, but I did not expect you to retain any such 
strong emotional sentiment for the place. Unless you 2!'C 
crying for the misfortune of the House, in which case - " 
And that was when I fled the room. 
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As we beaded back into the better sections of the city, 
our companions began to take their leave. When Boethius 
was last, he turned to us and said, "Well, Lucius, I expect 
I'll be seeing you again in '48, if not sooner ." 
Lucius grunted and nodded, and then we were alone. 
I myself was shaken and in a poor mood, but neverthe- 
less asked if we could see a bit more of the city. Lucius, 
however, was foul, and brought us back at once to the 
townhouse, where be bad the watch doubled on the doors 
before shutting them behind us. 
Thus began the long years of my imprisonment. Lucius 
instructed me rigorously in the arts of the mind and in the 
stopped paying attention to the city: I was watching Xar- 
gus. There was something both compelling and frighten- 
ing about him, a dangerous current beneath his joviality. 
rm sure he knew I was v.ratching him, for often be turned 
and grinned at me, It W2; not pleasant. 
About three o'clock, i~ must have been, Boethius halted 
and raised his hand. We were in an alley, and a ramshackle 
house stood before us. It's door was closed, its windows 
shuttered. 
.. Inside?" asked K.arakapb. 
But Xargus was already moving. He felled the door 
with a swift kick, and something else - a surge of power. 
It bum to splinters, and he leapt in. We other four hurried 
after, and Lucius, surprisingly, did not try to hold me back. 
Inside was dark, save for the open door, and a single lamp. 
A woman knelt at the foot of a bed, staring stupidly, even 
as Xargus swept out bis sword and lopped off her head. I 
squealed, and in answer to my cry, something ghastly rose 
up and thrust the bed-sheets aside. For an instant, it seemed 
a man was standing there, then he was a great lobster- 
headed bug. A blasting will and anger leapt from it. I saw 
stan before my vision. Then Xargus' free hand shot out 
and gripped its upraised arm. A terrible struggle, waged on 
some plane beyond the physical, rent the air, even as 
claw-hand and sword-arm clanged together. A fury and 
resistance was jn the creature: a wicked joy in Xargus. For 
a moment their wills beat against each other, then there 
was a rending crash. Xargus' pommel struck the creature 
in the head, and it fell. 
"Mercy," it croaked, and for a second, I thought I saw 
a man's face there among the scales. 
Xargus stood panung, He looked to me, my horror. 
To Lucius. "Brother Daelodas," be said, "Perhaps the 
honor should be yours." 
Lucius looked down at the thing, a kind of weariness 
in his eyes. He sighed. "Very well." 
He held up his left band, and the air warped and 
wavered as it folded down about the creature. 
"Marsilius of no House," Lucius said, "Sentence of 
Death is carried out upon on you in accordance with the 
law." 
There was a squeal and a spurt of blood. 
And that was my first trip into the city. 
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I tried to remember the exercises Lucius had taught me for 
the focusing of my mind, but the enemy will bad too great 
a grip on me, and my concentration slipped and floundered. 
Then in a snap, everything became clear. I was in a dark 
intersection of alley-ways down below the third tier. Far 
ahead and above me, in another, cleaner part of the city, a 
Power sat, and I felt its fear as I broke loose of its hold, and 
its triumph as it looked down and saw ... 
I spun, anticipating its anticipation. Dark figures of 
men were shadows against shadows in the alley, and only 
the curves of swift-running limbs caught the light. Metal 
flashed in the darkness, and then I was surrounded. One 
leapt forward, and his knife slashed high. I swerved aside, 
but a kick caught my leg, and I went sprawling. I suppose 
I have this comfort, that they would have killed me quick, 
for a Psychic can be deadly even in defeat. I rolled, and saw 
a pointed knife-blade stabbing down. Doubtless, it was 
aimed for my throat or eye, but suddenly, it was wrenched 
from the fingers that gripped it and went lashing through 
the air. It burled through the empty space and buried itself 
in the belly of a second man. 
A terrible, potent Will shattered all the air. A hell-wind 
shot down the alley, followed by sudden, terrible, bumin.g 
sorceries like explosions of fire-works. A distortion of 
space crackled, sundering limb from limb and whirling 
human entrails into the air. The knife-bellied man's head 
bum like a cantaloupe. The man above me drew a sword, 
but another, taller, leaner figure intercepted him. A famil- 
iar voice rang out. The sword-man crumpled like paper 
and vanished. Through the space where he had been, I saw 
Lucius - but Lucius gone mad. 
The thugs scattered, but Lucius would not let them go. 
He smashed and shattered them against the stone, warped 
and ate them with his Will. And where be stood, the space 
seemed also occupied by some other Thing, a great spider, 
a terrible wraith, a mountain of whirling shadow, a mon- 
ster with many legs. I felt the sickening void iii him, the 
awful pull of Unbeing upon him. 
Then it was over, and Lucius sagged wearily to his 
knees. He seemed human now, but his outline blurred and 
shimmered, as if something else lurked just behind his skin. 
I drew cautiously near, afraid of what he might now say or 
become. I felt very ashamed. 
He looked up at me with blearied eyes. "I must get back 
... before the other Houses can catch me here." 
I helped him to his feet and be leaned on me as we 
walked. ·His touch was not always human, and I was 
thankful that the darkness hid the sight of him. 
. . . "What has happened?" I asked him. 
. . His breath was halting, and sounded somewhere be- 
tween a man's wet voice and the croak of some scaled thing. 
"The others ... I don't k.now who ... tried to catch you 
here. And k.ill you. It would have been a blow to us. I 
spent too ruuch of myself just now ... trying to save you. 
I am bcginrung to Change. Quick! I can't speak much 
more. When we: get back ... you must lock me into the 
high room ... my study. Perhaps I will be able to master 
There are not too many places to bide in the manor· 
house, and when I ended curled up on the dusty marble 
floor of a state-room on the ground-floor, I do not think 
the servants really had lost track of me. They were always 
so frightened. I pulled myself under a table and lay curled 
there for a long time. 
Then light fell on me as the door opened, but it was not 
Lucius who stood there, dark against the brightness. It was 
Bargalon. I felt relieved almost at once. 
"What is wrong, Lady?" he asked, and his voice was soft 
and quiet. 
"It ... it is nothing. I am merely upset." 
He hesitated. "He can be a cruel master, sometimes. 
But we servants have a way of escaping him; if you would 
like to go out and walk under the stars for a time and smell 
the night air, perhaps it would make you feel better?" 
I held out my hand to him, and let him lift me to my 
feet. "Yes, please." 
He led me out into the hallway, and thence past the 
many shut rooms with their polished door-plates. They 
had not been used in many long years, though the hall itself 
was well-traveled. Bargalon went in front, and every now 
and then be would look back over his shoulder, whether 
to see if I still followed, or to make certain that Lucius was 
nowhere near, I did not know. When we came to the last 
door before the staircase, he paused and drew out his key 
ring. There was a clink and a clatter, and then we were in 
a room not unlike the one I had hid myself in. A further 
arch revealed a whole complex of apanments, and in the 
farthest blue-paneled chamber, there was a barred window 
streaming light and an oaken door. This Bargalon un- 
locked as well; it was well-oiled and opened without a 
sound. Outside the afternoon sun shone golden through a 
slotted alleyway hemmed between the Daelodas town- 
house and a neighboring building of brick. 
Bargalon pointed down the alleyway. "That way's 
Merchant's Street, Lady. From there you can go to any- 
where in the city, and maybe you'll find the walk balm for 
your troubles. Remember the way back, and I'll be waiting 
here by the door. Knock three times, and I'll open it." 
It troubles me to remember the heedlessness with 
which I began my walk. I wandered aimlessly around 
Merchant's Street, and admired the many works of cloth 
and gold and glass which were both decorative and func- 
tional, and came in time to the Second Street market. I felt 
great relief to be out of the house, and away from Lucius. 
The very joy of it suffused the air, and the red blush of 
sunset was its very mirror. But when night came, the 
lamp-lit booths and half-shadowed faces seemed somehow 
ominous, and I resolved to return home before I was 
missed. Now that I knew the out, I could come and go 
freely. 
Going back was like trying to awake from a long sleep. 
However much I tried, I could not kick off the fog that lay 
on my mind, and I would look up suddenly to find myself 
in some strange street I had not remembered entering. The 
confusion was like a great wave beating on me. In a panic, 
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beside that locked silver door. With Lucius absent, I was 
the sole mistress of the town-house, and thrust unready 
into a position of many responsibilities great and small. I 
knew nothing of the true breadth and deeps of the family's 
businesses and guilds, and I struggled to follow my way 
through Lucius' great ledgers and notebooks. And more 
than anything else, I had to plan for the coming conference. 
Lucius had left the preparations half-undone, or kept the 
other half only in his head, for I could find no trace of the 
missing records. For many reasons I hoped fervently that 
he might recover before the day came. 
But he did not, and I was left to face the great Powers 
of Accamos alone . 
Boethius Flargi arrived first, flanked by three liveried 
musketeers. I focused my mind, before welcoming him 
under the gates. He smiled slightly when he saw me, and 
his face did not seem so much older than it had when we 
had met before. "Ah, young Artimesia Daelodas," he said. 
"So Lucius has decided to let you sit in on the conference." 
"Lucius is abroad," I said (giving the lie I bad rehearsed), 
"I am to be the sole Daclodas representative." 
Boerhius' smile collapsed. "I see," he said. "He picked 
an unfortunate time to travel. I assume this does not imply 
a subsequent drop in his esteem for House Flargi?" 
"No," I said, "Not at all." 
Boethius winked. "'~tell, in that case, follow closely, 
young lady, and we will show you how to bicker like a 
professional." 
I do not know to this day whether Boethius was sincere 
The following days I spent absorbed in many petty 
activities, however much I would have wished to remain 
myself apin. WhateVer you do, do not open the door. It 
is warded. They won't sense me behind it. When they 
come, tell them I am away, or ill, or anything you like, but 
do not let them know I am in the house. If they can catch 
me, Ch LDged, it will be their duty to kill me, This they 
will wa:lt above all. Keep them away. But if they find me 
... do not interfere." 
We stumbled onto First Street, and I saw the townhouse 
ahead. 
«What .... what will happen to me?" 
Lucius spasmed in my arms. I felt spines, or scales, 
or ... 
.. No more. One of us, must survive, Animesia Dado- 
das." 
I hurried past the guards, and through the gate. The 
hall was empty of servants, but filled already with tables 
and stacked chain. I stumbled with Lucius up the stair· 
case, and set him gently into his red chair. It and he both 
seemed to relax at their union, and it seemed to flow itself 
to his rapidly changing contours. What I saw there, in the 
chair, shimmering and swirling in its dark spindle-legged 
hideousness I will not say. My hands were shaking and slick 
with sweat as I locked the door behind me. Its filigreed 
surface, I seemed to notice for the first time, was inlaid with 
silver. 
Before I went to bed, I had Bargalon killed. 
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"Why can't be just eat what's here?" asked Boethius 
from behind a piece of bread. "It's quite good." 
Karakaph folded bis arms on his chest. "Because he is 
an ass. We will not forget, no." 
I leaned back in my chair and drank a bit to calm my 
nerves. The conversation droned on. I dropped my eyes 
to the table, and I saw them. ln a pyramid. Purple. Like 
shrimp. 
"If you'll excuse me," I said. "I have to go look -~er 
some business as hostess. I'll return by the appointed 
hour." 
I shut the door behind me as quickly as I dared, and as 
I began to run along the hall, I heard behind me the voice 
of KMakaph saying: 
''Well, there goes another. Ha!" 
But Boethius answered, "Good for her. I wouldn't 
want Xargus running loose in my house, either." 
I didn't care what they thought, not at this point. I 
simply had to reach the silver door before Xargus. His plan 
was now clear to me, so clear I was surprised I had not seen 
it before. He had only to "discover" Lucius in his present 
state to be rid of him, and, by extension, Daelodas itself. 
A call would bring the others running, and they would see 
that Lucius had Changed and kill .him. Xargus knew 
Lucius was here. Therefore, he had known about the 
assault on me, probably directed it, had traitors in the 
house, was at this point our strongest enemy. 
I did not see Xargus in the ballroom, and I was not 
surprised. I wormed my way between the tablC:S and 
courtiers, going as fast as I dared. A few calls came m my 
direction, but I ignored them. One of the butlers - Ergos 
- passed by me, and I caught his arm. 
"Where is Xargus Tothw?" I asked. "Has he come this 
way?" 
Ergos frowned in thought. ''I do not think so, Lady. 
Is there anything else you wanted?" 
"More wine for the delegates," I said. "And food. Now 
get out of my way." 
I hurried along to the stair-case, Not too fast in climb- 
ing, I thought: you don't want to start a panic or a hunt. 
Then, blessedly, I gained the top, and closed the door 
behind me. Empty darkness held the upper corridor, and 
I was able to sprint along its length. Several doors which I 
passed swung ajar, but the only Presence I felt lay ahead, 
around the corner. I flung myself around it, and there I 
saw Xargus T othus with his hand on the knob of the silver 
door. The guard I had stationed lay dead at bis feet, 
Xargus' bloody sword protruding from his back. 
· "Xargus!" I said. ''What is the meaning of this?" 
But he was aware of me even before I spoke, though be 
did not look up. All bis will was focused on the door, and, 
slowly, the lock began to turn. I could feel his will within 
ii, forcing the tumblers to spin and give, forcing the metal 
to stretch and break. 
So I stopped him. My will went into the lock, and I 
forced the tumblers back. They strained and creaked, and 
The conference began somewhat later, and most of it I 
was not prepared to understand. It turned on issues decades 
or centuries old. New treaties were proposed, and new 
alliances. All of them, I suspected, aimed to exploit Lucius' 
absence, so I agreed to none, and, gradually, Daelodas 
passed out of the center of discussion. I was bored and 
nervous, and spent most of my time building mental walls 
against the probes of the others. Occasionally, one of them 
would scan the town-house, but their wills would skip over 
Lucius' room with the silver door. 
Three or four hours in, we broke for supper, and the 
servant's brought in great ugly silver trays of food. Xargus 
picked over them all, but could not find anything to his 
lilting. 
"Damned!" be said to the waiter. "Don't you hav~ any 
of the purple ones? No! Not those. They're pink, any- 
way. What? Like little shrimp. Hell, you bad some in the 
hall. I'll just go look myself." 
He got up and stretched, then went out with a gla~ of 
wine in hand. 
in his friendliness or was only trying hoodwink me, but 
the next two delegates were even less cordial. K.arakaph 
arrived amid a phalanx of armed knights, and Andrea 
Banon 's crowd showed itself at about the same time. Both 
men scowled when I told them Lucius would not attend 
the conference. 
"This is an insult!" said Karakaph, and his guards fin- 
gered their sword-hilts nervously. 
Andrea's face became thoughtful, and he greeted me 
only perfunctorily. 
I led them both into the great ball, and we lingered 
together, wandering the marble floors, and sampling the 
many strange foods and drinks Lucius had procured. The 
functionaries of several other, minor houses and guilds 
arrived over the next hour, and soon we were quite 
crowded, and there was a great hum of conversation, most 
but not all of it about Lucius. 
Last of all came Xargus Tothus. Time had not dulled 
the awe of bis Presence. He stepped over the threshold 
proceeded by his aura, and it wrapped itself about him like 
a cloak. He wore a great brown leather coat and a silk shirt. 
He had a rapier and a pistol in his belt, but he had no guards 
at all. 
"I don't need them, young Daelodas," he said grinning. 
"No one's going to murder me in front of the others, and 
there are quite enough folk here already." He waved his 
hand expansively to include the room. "But where's old 
Lucius? ln conference already? Hatching feeble plots 
against my House?" He laughed. 
"Lucius is away on travel," I said. "And could not 
attend. He assures you that he means no disrespect by 
this." 
Xargus' face split even wider. "Well," he said. "Better 
and better!" 
I'd've put a dagger in his back if I could. 
--- - 
0 holy Hestia, one who served you well, 
has died and to your temple comes: 
redhaired and brave, she journeys ever nigher; 
'11."e pray you welcome her and to her tell 
your deeper mystery, which males bedumbs; 
she '11 gather fuel; she'll tend the eternal fire. 
0 eldest Hestia, keeper of household fire, 
though virgin you, natheless the matrons cry, 
"Our houses' protector, ever stay us nigh; 
upon the hearth, sustain the ancient fire. 
T oday we heat with gJS or 'lectric fire, 
'11."e cook with microwaves, you occupy, 
natheless, the place of honor, our kitchens by, 
where you still feed the old and holy fire." 
by Joe R. Christopher 
A PRA~eR TO HeSTlA 
(FoR Owene Simpkins Scorrl 
Power's price is the binding of the freedom of the will. But 
it is no hardship. In the end, your freedom and your service 
become one." 
He put an arm across my shoulder, pointed with the 
other. ''I have other news as well. Boethius and Andrea 
and Karakaph have all agreed to look the other way to- 
night. See that speck there on the road? That is the 
haughty Xargus on a mission to the provinces. He thinks 
he is immune to our scorn. Let us teach him otherwise." 
Together we reached out with our minds, and extin- 
guished Xargus T othus. 
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It was night, and I stood on the balcony above the city, 
staring out at the stars, when I heard a movement in the 
darkness behind me. Lucius emerged looking haggard and 
thin, with a paleness about his hands and fingers. He 
seemed older than he had before, with more lines to crease 
his long ascetic face. He had been up and about now for 
three days. 
"Are you better?" I asked him. 
He stood beside me. "One never emerges quite the 
same," he said. "I am grateful, by .he way, for what you 
did for me, and for the House." 
His formality did not bother me so much now. "\tiy 
duty," I said. "My pleasure." 
He smiled. "You arc beginning to learn, my young one. 
bent now this way, now that. Sweat rolled down my 
forehead. An instant's give, and the handle would turn, 
the door would open, and the stench of Lucius' polluted 
will would roll out over all the house. 
Xargus' hand trembled on the handle, but it would not 
tum. 
He looked up at me with hate-filled eyes. I felt the 
power well up behind them, but he could not unleash it on 
me, not without risking the others downstairs becoming 
aware. 
Only the quiet struggle of the lock. 
"Damn you, whelpling," he said, "I will have my 
revenge." 
I said nothing. I could not both fight and speak. 
"Mors Tothus was my master. They should not have 
killed him that day. But I've already struck down Regoas, 
to spite your House. Now I'll have Lucius, too." 
I don't know which made me angrier. I struck out with 
my will, and it blasted him like a blow on the r~ side. 
He spun, and his hand dropped from the handle. His will 
rose up like a wave. 
Theo he laughed. "But that will bring the others, and 
then you'll have to open that door." 
"Hardly," I said. "I will only have to show them that," 
I said, pointing to the guard. "You arc a thief, and I've 
caught you rummaging in the private rooms. Now get 
downstairs." 
I thought then that he might strike me down. If he 
could do it swiftly, he might force the lock before the 
others came. That one thought was in his mind, to bring 
down Lucius, regardless. 
But then he laughed, turned, and pulled his sword from 
the corpse with a sucking sound. He wiped it clean on the 
dead man's cloak, and walked away from the door. 
"I will of course, pay proper wergild," he said, :1S he 
walked towards the stair. "Shall '11."e consider the mauer 
closed? At, say, thirty silver?" 
"For the present," I said, and I opened the stair-door for 
him. He was utterly compliant when we explained the 
incident to the others. 
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And here the priest. within this sacred shelter, 
has raised the veil, has blessed the holy blood, 
has sanctified and raised the cup in offer. 
And in this simple chapel, before this priest, 
are thousands come, beyond the temporal veil, 
as if the inner space were magnified; 
come Wolfran von Eschenbach, to accept the offer, 
and Williams with his trembling hands, the blood, 
unto this holy space, this stone-built shelter. 
The dead are also here, as seen through veil- 
Blanchefleur, 0 she who made her blood the offer, 
to save a leprous woman, and to this shelter, 
to here partake of bread and chaliced blood, 
by nine queens brought, is one who change defied 
to save a Christian land, a faith, a priest. 
Helayne the grey Grail Princess takes the off er 
to come and drink of that be-shed, the blood; 
her hand is trembling, but still she eyes the priest, 
bright-glanced, alert, her life now simplified; 
she watches carefully the cup. Her shelter, 
this chapel, is all she needs post long travail. 
The cup is full of consecrated blood, 
the ritual sounds, the chalice glorified, 
And Dindrane kneels, 0 she who took the veil; 
the convent never was from world a shelter, 
nor would she have it so. And now the priest 
before her raises high the cup, an offer. 
No time is here; a moment beatified 
here lasts forever, for this is the seacoast's shelter, 
from world, from flesh, from psychosis; no appeals they 
offer. 
Instead, before the candle-lft board, a priest, 
raising a cup, like light piercing a veil; 
and, kneeling here, Sir Bors awaits the blood. 
Here, at the extreme of stone ground, a shelter, 
stone built, where the sea-wind drops; within, a priest, 
the God-bearing image, raises a cup of blood, 
Christ's blood, and Galahad and Percival, 
kneeling before the altar, await the offer, 
to drink and, for a moment, be purified. 
THE GRAIL CHAPEL 
by Joe R. Christopher 
"My name is Kyler Zelle," she said slowly, both to allow 
the mini-translator strapped to her wrist to work and to 
attempt to dissuade their obvious fear and distrust. With 
her unusual height, she towered over the shorter, almond- 
eyed Chinese. Only one reached her chin, and he was so 
marred by time that she hardly believed that he could stand 
without help. 
Their stares didn't break once the translator finished. 
They fixed her with slow, steady eyes, scrutinizing her 
every movement. 
"I have come to harvest those in need." 
Fear lit a guttering fire in the eyes of the three men, then 
the ancient one cried out a single word. "Harvester!" 
The village exploded into running and screaming below 
Kyler and the three men. She reached out and caught hold 
of the old man's arm. It felt like worm-tunneled wood with 
all of the veins juning through the pallid, drawn skin. "I'm 
only here for the harvest. Why do you run?" she said. She 
easily overpowered the frail man's struggle to break free. 
All the wrinkles drew themselves into a single line of 
hatred and he spat onto her cheek. Before Kyler could react, 
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Clad in a long, blueblack cloak that fluttered at her 
ankles, the slender figure surveyed the small village of 
Upper China from the hewn face of a short hill. Her scan 
read no advanced weaponry, nothing beyond knives and 
farming tools. She kneeled and breathed in the scent of 
spicy, smoking meat as the slim villagers mined through 
their daily routine. She rose, pulling her cloak tight at her 
neck, and slid down the hill as the shafts of diminishing 
daylight disintegrated into silent dusk. 
She stood at the edge of the village long enough to be 
noticed. A few worried voices called out, pointing at her 
with short jabs of their fingers. Harried by her appearance 
out of swirling twilight, the villagers froze as if to blend 
into the background of bamboo huts and thatched roofs. 
Three men broke away from the rest and came toward 
her-still waiting at the edge of the village-their steps halting 
and measured carefully in the thin dust that swirled at each 
step. 
When they stopped a few feet in front of her, she drew 
the cowl back from her face, revealing her black hair, dyed 
with zigzagging lines of silver, her large, warm brown eyes, 
and her thin mouth that spread into a cool smile. 
THE HARVEST 
by Chris Westgate 
Young Mm At last the love through labors long 
Is felt again and cause for song, 
So Hymen io Hymen! 
Young Women The butterfly with varied hue 
By breeze is borne the god unto, 
So Hymen io Hymen! 
Young Mm At first the love seems quickly won, 
And then the love stems long withdrawn, 
.But Hymen io Hymen! 
Young Womm The butterfly quite shortly dies; 
But two weeks lives, then dead it lies, 
Still Hymen io Hymen! 
Young Mm: The diety can stoop ti) love, 
The human soul can look above, 
So Hymen io Hymen! 
Young Women: The butterfly with varied hue 
Is valued in the god's own view, 
So Hymen io Hymen! 
ft WEDDING ~ONG FOR curID ftND r~YCHE 
by Joe R. Christopher 
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firepower to pulverize a large moon into beach sand. The 
villagers didn't know many of the specifics of the tank, but· 
just the sight of the awesome weapon subdued any further 
thoughts of resistance. 
Only the old man remained unimpressed. He squinted 
at. the tank momentarily, then av.•ay as if he'd just noticed 
a grasshopper and that was all. The run down the hill and 
subsequent battle had taken their toll on the man though. 
He leaned heavily against a young boy, who strained to 
hold the elder up. The elder refused to even acknowledge 
Kyler's existence by looking at her, squinting into the 
distance behind her. 
Kyler lined the villagers up and ran her medicscanner 
down their ranks. It scanned for any anomaly: incurable 
diseases, physical disabilities, insanities and other mental 
debilities. The medicscanner singled out four people. A 
broad-faced woman who was blind in one eye; a man with 
three cancerous growths i~ his lei; lung; a d.abetic child; 
and the man who Kvler h ad double-blasted. The 
medicscanner detected brain damage from the massive 
surge of electricity through his nervous system. 
"Pick up that man and put him in the tank. You three 
will come; she said coldly, with an edge of impatience in 
her voice, Her eyes, no longer warm and friendly, feigned 
no false compassion for these villagers. Every breath re- 
minded her of how they had paid her for anempting a 
peaceful harvest. When many of them began to plead with 
her, she switched off the mini-translator. 
The half blind woman and the cancerous man dragged 
the unconscious man to the tank, then looked back. Sobs 
broke the resentment on the woman's face and she tried to 
return to her husband, who cried openly. Kyler pointed 
the stunblasier at the face of the blind woman's husband. 
She ·~rned, trembling, and climbed into the tank. 
The mother of the diabetic child locked her arms 
around the child when Kyler came to take her hand. Kyler 
tried to pry the child free, but the mother screamed and 
begged, refusing to relent her bold. Kyler switched on the 
mini-translator. 
"Your child has been harvested. She will be cared for; 
her needs will be met," she explained in a tone that was 
more threatening than soothing. 
"This is wrong," the woman sobbed haltingly. "Cannot 
take my child! The states tum on each other like dogs 
hungry for more meat. People must be together. People 
must come before the .. • 
Kyler slapped her to the ground with the bun end of 
the stun blaster. She knew what the woman intended to say, 
· :and it burned away the last strand of her patience with these 
villagers. "No one is more important that the State!" she 
growled, slavering with the rage unleashed inside of her. 
"Don't you filthy people understand that! What is wrong 
with you? By harvesting the weak, we only make the rest 
stronger. You won't have to care for a sick child and she 
will receive all the aid she will need. What's wrong with 
you and your kind?" she howled. 
She dragged the wailing child to the centaur-tank and 
one of the other men struck her across the head with a 
shovel he'd managed to conceal. She crumpled to her knees, 
pain flaring sharp and immediate, tbrobhing down to the 
base of her neck. Through the folds of her cloak that had 
sloshed over her shoulders, she could see the old man 
hobbling away on the arm of another, while the shovel- 
wielder drew his weapon back, the sharp edge intended for 
the back of her skull. 
She gave a whispered command into the micro-commu- 
nicator located in her jav.·, and a moment later-as the shovel 
sliced through its arc with full intensity-a volley of con- 
cussion pods hammered the hills just fifty meters to the left 
of the village. 
The blast flattened everyone, including the man with 
shovel, whose attack rang sharply off the rocks to the side 
of K yler's head. 
Grimacing, Kyler stood, flinging off the length of cloak 
along with her burned off patience. She'd tried to make i: 
easy on them. So be it. Beneath the cloak, she wore a thin, 
green suit of meshrr:ail that caught and trapped the remain· 
ing shafts of light in a n.aze of reflections along its surface. 
A stunblaster fit snugly beneath each arm. She didn't 
hesitate on the disoriented man in front of her. driving a 
boot into his foreh-ad wirh just slightly less force than 
would shatter his skull. 
Kyler leaped forward at the crowd of men armed "''ith 
scythes and rakes, who tried to form a line at the edge of 
the village. Their faces mixed fear and anger in equal 
proponions. The stunblasters snapped into her hands and 
she blas~cf the first two from six feet, somersaulted for- 
ward, and hit another from point blank. The force of the 
impact flung him five feet up and back before he crashed 
into two more men, his body crackling with blue energy. 
A scythe swung in at her side and she stepped inside the 
arc of the swing to take the handle of it across her side 
where the meshmail would deflect it. Just a step too slow, 
the edge of the blade sliced across her rib cage-not breaking 
the fluid line of armor, but drawing a stunned gasp as the 
force of the blow bruised deep. 
She whirled, slapped the butts of the blasters together, 
and shot him with both stunblasters at once, sending him 
crashing through a crude bamboo wall. Putting her back 
to the building and the fallen man, she blasted three more 
closing at her. The remaining attackers lost their resolve, 
discarded their weapons, and scattered into the wind-rip- 
pled grassy hills. Kyler let out her breath in short, pained 
rasps that took several minutes to subside to normal breath· 
mg. 
She herded the remaining villagers out into the open, 
after giving the centaur-tank the command to close on her 
signal. One long, trembling look at its sleek thermosteel 
carapace and multi-turreted tower, was enough to make 
them comply quickly and obediently. Centaur-tanks were 
the most powerful land weapons on the planet. The fifteen 
turrets on the center tower made it capable of firing in three 
hundred and sixty degrees at once; or if all fifteen turrets 
were directed at a single target, they unleashed enough 
their massive amounts of lives. 
But as with any noble endeavor, there is always that 
wicked tum of fate, that certain someone who sees a way 
to shift the focus just enough to make it not so noble, a way 
to take advant.age for themselves. A black-market devel- 
oped, a secret network of agents that would harvest illegally 
for the life-starved Collectors. They would seek out anyone 
who met the criteria for Harvesting and take them by force 
from families that had chosen not to have them harvested. 
No one quite remembered who instigated. the black-mar- 
ket, but it quickly found its niche. 
Kyler had no qualms about what she did. She was the 
third generation born into a world where Harvesting was 
part of everyday life. All of the guardians of misplaced 
freedom that had staunchly opposed the idea of Harvesting 
had died, defeated by the great enemy, time. Nothing 
remained to argue. To condemn Harvesting was as un- 
thinkable as condemning the freedom to walk the streets. 
And the words of the woman Kyler bad slapped did just 
that. They flew in the face of all the good that Harvesting 
did for everyone. "People before the ... state." She had seen 
the horrific word form on her lips and it had ignited 
something deep inside of her. The one thing actually mov- 
ing all the quibbling nations to a single; world government, 
was the abolition of the insanity that people were more 
important than the State. Once the State was provided for, 
then it provided for individuals in turn. With a solid, strong 
State, all things were possible. Kyler tasted a hot bitterness 
when she thought of those that dared to put themselves on 
pedestals above their government. 
The smooth clank of the helio-craft docking roused 
Kyler from her thoughts. Umbilical beams pulsed outward 
from the ship, mooring it to the skybarge, and ramps slid 
up to the open hatch of the helio-craft. 
Kyler slid from her seat and pulled her: shirt back. on, 
then went out the ramp. She glanced down, wat~hing the 
deep grey clouds disrupted by the skybarge engines whin- 
ing to life. They looked like huge, dirty sheep sucked into 
a grinder, but it shed no blood, only tufts of sheared cloud 
matter. Then she stepped onto the floor of the barge, where 
the applause waited to deafen her. 
~ and women draped in jewelry and gold and long, 
silken robes that flowed to their feet-all the rage this 
year-all pressed in to congratulate her. Sweaty hands thrust 
at her from every direction-an octopus of pats on the back 
and handshakes. She nodded and tried to press through the 
knot of bodies. But they didn't move; they were redwoods, 
stiff in their grove around her, still applauding, thrilled to 
see her returned. 
Then the crew of the helio-craft began to unload the 
villagers. Instantly, they developed locomotion and swept 
away from her in one collective movement. She slid 
through the arms and legs that trailed behind the overall 
movement of the crowd, until she was free. She hastened 
her step toward the lift-shaft across the bay. 
Halfway there the supple baritone of Bennington Sheelf 
cornered her like a huge light cast onto someone hidden in 
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banded her to the cancerous man. The door slid shut with 
a metallic clank that cut off the child's anguished scream 
for her mother. Kyler turned to face the villagers, her 
stomach boiling with bitter acid. The villagers huddled 
around the child's mother like water rushing in to fill a 
void. 
Only the old man didn't move. He stared at her for the 
first time. His face contained no fear or hatred as Kyler 
might expect, but rather silent disgust that fdt like a red-hot 
poker against her skin. She felt horribly self-conscious 
somehow, and climbed into the center tower of the tank,· 
. wishing she was already back at the helio-cra.ft. 
Kyler rubbed some heal gd across the purple-blue 
bruise spreading across her left side, a blotch of tangible 
pain. She tried to focus everything out and just relax her 
mind as the helio-craft swooped in a lazy arc toward the 
skybarge. The pasty yellow gel numbed the pain some- 
what, at least removing it from the forefront of her atten- 
tion. The pain in her head had leveled to a steady throbbing 
along the base of her skull. 
Try as she might, she could not keep her thoughts from 
spinning back to the old man's stare. It had pierced her 
down to the bone, filling her with a cold and helpless 
feeling. Somehow, that old man had made her feel five years 
old and ignorant of everything. She hated him for that. 
She had met resistance before: about as often as the 
harvests went peacefully. 
A few times the people had tried to kill her, but never 
had they looked ~t her as if she was some sort of bug or 
parasite, as if she wasn't quite human. Harvesters were 
globally feared and respected-if begrudgingly so. But the 
expression on that man's face had labeled her a monster 
without him ever saying a word. And she could not grasp 
why. 
A century had already crept past since Harvesting be- 
gan. The idea originated with a multi-billionaire, who had 
offered it as a solution for worldwide overpopulation and 
sociological problems. When people could not care for 
themselves or their families, the rich would buy their 
"lives." Harvesting was not slavery. Those harvested still 
maintained all fundamental rights of other citizens, but 
their needs were simply met by rich philanthropists, who 
either wished to purge their consciences or truly saw some 
good that their ultra-fortunes could do. 
At first politicians balked at the very idea. It was too 
ghoulish, too medieval. But when many of the world 
governments simply could not maintain adequate care for 
many of its citizens, they legalized Harvesting. Only a 
specific g.roup of people were eligible: the elderly, the 
mentally ill, the disabled, and life term prisoners. They 
could be sold by family or state to those who would 
provide for their care. 
Harvesting quickly became a fad-conspicuous con- 
sumption to the nth degree, How many lives you owned 
quickly became a marker among the super rich, a status 
symbol. They came to be known as Collectors, and they 
competed against each other, throwing parties to show off 
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hadn't been able to sleep. The face of the old man and the 
words of the woman who spoke against the state, haunted 
her, coming to vivid life against a din of screams whenever 
she tried co close her eyes. 
Now she regretted forcing her body to sleep. She always 
liked to be at her best when around Bennington. It didn't 
do to show him a sloppy Harvester. She touched the switch 
to tint the windows and tried to rub some life into her eyes, 
hoping their meeting would be brief. 
Bennington always received her in his holoroom, 
where three dimensional figures danced, screamed, chased, 
slept, made love, fought-most everything you could imag· 
ine-just within their screens that tiled the walls from floor 
to ceiling. The shadows of birds passed along the ceiling· 
screen, and Kyler instinctively bunched down. Bennington 
smiled like he'd just swallowed half the planet and couldn't 
wait for seconds. 
"Kyler! My dear, come here; be said, beckoning her 
with fat, fully-ringed fingers. He wore a different robe, 
black with green jewels, elegant to the point of garish. 
Strangely, the remoras were absent. 
"Hello, Bennington; she said, wincing at the uarelent- 
ing images against the walls all around Bennington's central 
chair. 
"Please sit," he offered, pressing a bunoo on bis console 
at his chair. The floor split open next to her and a chair 
rose up, levitating on nearly silent air flows until the floor 
whispered shut. Kyler nestled herself into the chair. It was 
soft and slightly warmed. The scent of jasmine perlumed 
the air. She bad to admit: she liked visiting Bennington's 
estate. 
"Something to drink?• he offered, cordial and eager. 
"No, thanks; she said, tilting her bead to shield her eyes 
from the flashing figures along the walls. 
"You haven't asked me about your payment; he said. 
His chair swiveled slightly, so that he faced a hologram just 
to her right where a pair of fencers dueled. 
•1 assume it's already been transferred to my account. 
You've always paid me well and promptly: 
A smile split the rolls of flesh like an incision. "That's 
what I love about you, dear Kyler. So confident and 
understanding of bow things work. Come, walk with me.• 
He made to rise, lost his momentum, then forced himself 
up by leaning on his ornate cane. Bolu of crackling light- 
ning spiraled from the rounded handle down.to the tip. 
"There is something I must show you. It involves your 
payment, and perhaps your future; he added ominously. 
Kyler's eyebrows went up involuntarily: Where arc 
_ ~e going, Benniagton]" She rose and walked slowly, so as 
to not outdistance him with her long strides. He leaned 
heavily on bis cane, wobbling wi~h each step. 
"Curious?" He stopped, sounding surprised. He looked 
her over like be was pricing something. "You've never been 
one that is overly curious, Kyler.9 
She started to reply, but then couldn't quite guess what 
he meant. 
total darkness. 
•Kyler! Kyler Zelle, my dear! You've outdone yourself 
this time," Bennington beamed, wagging his fat finger at 
her like he'd caught her at something she knn• she wasn't 
supposed to be doing. 
Rotund did little to describe Bennington, fat came 
closer but remained inadequate; finally, elephantine did the 
best job. His glistening purple robe, embroidered wi:b gold 
and diamonds along the sleeves and sides, bulged to its 
utmost capacity, squared slightly, as if he were nothing but 
a huge cube with a head attached. He wore many rings 
which were locked in finality between the folds of skin on 
his short fingers. His robe gathered so thickly at his feet 
that Kyler wondered if he actually bad any feet beneath all 
that fabric. 
As be reached her, be looked her up and down as if 
tasting a panicularly succulent morsel on bis plate. ·when 
I told you that I needed to add a few Upper Chinese to my 
collection, I never thought you would get them so soon!" 
He kissed his fingers and waved them in the air with a 
flourish. "Bravo!" 
•Thank you, Bennington; she said. She wanted noth- 
ing more than to scurry into the lift-shaft and then into a 
quiet, dark room. But Bennington owned her contract, and 
paid very well, and wasn't so bad. It was his entourage that 
filled her with so much dr~aJ. 
They came darting forward, as if they were surprised 
that be bad bothered to talk to her when the prizes were 
available for few. But the remoras couldn't get too far from 
the shark if they wanted to pick at the leftovers in bis teeth. 
They hurried around him, clucking at bis choices, laughing 
at bis jokes, smiling at anything he said or didn't say. 
•rm sure you're exhausted from your trip, so rest in 
your suite here. I've already taken the liberty to have it 
freshened up for you.• He staned to go, and all the little 
fish darted out of the way of the big whale of the sea. "Oh," 
he added, turning back and nearly stepping on a wisp of a 
woman who had followed just a step too close. ·we'll be 
arriving at my estate by noon tomorrow. I do hope you'll 
stop in. There is something about which l simply must 
speak with you." 
"Certainly," Kyler agreed, trying to look as weary as 
possible, which wasn't too far from the truth. Of course 
she would have agreed to almost anything just to be away 
from the constant press of hot, perlumed voices that filled 
the bay. 
"Excellentl" Bennington beamed again. He ambled to- 
ward the crowd to feast bis eyes on bis newest additions. 
The rcmoras didn't even grant Kyler a cursory glance. She 
didn't care and nearly sprinted the last couple of meters to 
the lift-shaft. 
As she was chauff curcd through the rolling hills topped 
with brutal, steel sculptures, Kyler wished she hadn't taken 
a sleepbinder, They always left her feeling empty and 
slowed, like the air had become a morass that she had to 
fight through in order to move. But after half an hour in a 
steam.shower and lying still for another two hours, she 
of the world, j~ ~ow th~ gears mesh together to keep 
everything moving in the nght direction. You are the best 
Harvester ever, T:(yler. You have become one of the richest 
non-collectors in the country and it's time for you to take 
your place." He turned around to make sure be had her full 
attention. 
"I'm going to show you something, Kyler. You are to 
be the fim person allowed into our inner circle. The others 
disagreed; they said you had no place here, but I assured 
them that you would understand the scope of what it all 
meant." 
"What is this about, Bennington?" She couldn't read 
anything from his face except peaked excitement. 
"Come.• He waved and led her around a corner. 
What. she s~w. made ~er body go cold, everything 
preconceived within her instantly vulcanized, emptying 
int~ an i_ntangible pool on the floor, only to be replaced by 
an infinite dread that burned itself into her eyes and per· 
meated every corner of her body. 
Bodies - no, ~pk- stacked three high, lined the w.Uls 
that stretched far into the next chamber. Naked, they 
fl~at~ upright, suspended in a translucent gel that glowed 
with silent, amber tinges like phosphorescent fungus. They 
were packed side by side, one atop another, eyes glazed over 
with incomprehension. She looked close and the eyes had 
no color. They were pa.sty white, all the pigment dissolved 
by the suspension gel. Their flesh was mottled with grey 
patches. Kyler put her band to her mouth, knowing that 
she would vomit if she'd eaten anything this morning. 
"Yes, dear Kyler. This is what I wanted you to see. This 
is my collection!" 
. His voice sounded impossibly far away, a whisper at 
miles length. She was alone, in a horrible world where walls 
crashed with the sound of shattering crystal. Her eyes fixed 
themselves on the man before her. He looked strong, 
young, and healthy. She couldn't guess why he'd been 
harvested. Maybe be was a murderer, she tried to rational· 
ize, but no sin could have deserved this punishment. She 
turned slowly to face Bennington. "You did this!" 
He smiled as innocently as a glutted Burmese python. 
"No, Kyler. You did.• He held his hands out to his sides. 
•All this, because of you.• 
"These people ... they could not have been harvested. 
What about meeting their needs?" Her eyes pulled her back · 
to the young, healthy man in front of her. She extended 
her band. The glass was cold. Her band left a moist imprint 
that f roze in place. 
"They are alive, my dear. They are fed. They have all 
that t}ley need, though after a few weeks in the sleeptanks, 
· they cannot survive if removed." He clapped his meaty 
bands together. •And I have what I need. It is a mutual 
arrangement, just as it should be. And it will unify our 
world.• 
Kyler slumped away from the glass, broken. A thou· 
sand things she'd believed fell to dust within her. She 
looked as if she were shrinking, drawing in at the edges. 
"Why?" she asked meekly, all her strength gone. 
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"I noticed you're favoring your left side a little, •he said 
through a wheeze as he started ahead again. 
"One of the villagers. Got me pretty good just at the 
bottom of my ribs.• 
"Slowing down?" he asked with what sounded like 
genuine concern in his voice. 
Kyler smiled. "Maybe a little. I might just have to have 
myself harvested here soon,• she said with a short laugh. 
...,.1 don't think you have to worry about that .  You've 
amassed quite a little fortune as a Harvester. Many of the 
Collectors are impressed. Many of them have offered to 
buy your contra.ct at sizable sums.• He left it at that and 
Kyler could finish the rest. 
~her stopped at a lift-shaft and once inside, they began 
a whuthng plummet downward. Bennington punched in a 
code on the console face and then turned to Kyler with a 
serious look trying to fight through all the fleshiness of his 
face. "What do yon think of the Harvcstings?" 
Too confused to form an answer, she only stared at him 
through furrowed brows. 
"Of course, you're a Harvester. But what do you think 
of what you do? Why do it? I need to know. • Sweat formed 
fat lumps and then slid down his face only to be lost in the 
folds of his chin. Kyler thought it strange since the lift·shaft 
was well cooled. 
"I believe i.r Harvesting completely. It simultaneously 
~akcs the burden off the people and the state, while provid- 
mg better care for those harvested. It streamlines our 
society, which allows room for growth." She ran her 
fingers through the hair over her car. "I had my own 
parents harvested when I was thirty. They had me late in 
life and just couldn't care for themselves any longer." 
"Excellent!" he beamed. "What of the black-market!" 
"The governments of the world will see the need for 
worldwide harvest sooner or later. It helps everyone: the 
government, the people who would have to care for them, 
and the people who need help." Kyler studied him, noting 
the ""'.ay he kept fingering the rounded top to his cane. Why 
qimt1on me, Btnnington( Did he suspect that she intended 
to turn him in to some government agency? She never 
thought of him as overly paranoid, and he'd always shown 
immense trust in her. 
A long, pleased smile assuaged some of her fears. "The 
governmenu have already begun to sec it, Kyler my dear. 
They understand the possible gains even better than you 
do.• Hewiped the glistening sweat from his forehead and 
this time it remained dry. He didn't speak again until they 
stopped at the thirty-second level. 
Kyler had no idea that his estate reached so deep into 
the earth. She followed him out the door, still confused, 
but knowing that be would undoubtedly explain all soon. 
"I've always liked you, Kyler,• be said as they passed 
the:mw.tel walls. Whatever Bennington had down there, 
be intended it to be protected. "Do you know why?" 
"Spar"kling personality?" 
•A like-mind, someone who understands the nuances 
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Bennington la~ed and it was a horrible sound, filled 
"1tith ·madness and truth. •we've already done0it. For ten 
years, we'ye covered up our actions with minor wars, 
border clashes, or s~bes with rebellions, all the while, 
. eliminating all that stood in our way. And you, Kyler, you 
could easily become one of us. You already have enough 
money to begin a modest collection. In fact, I've thrown 
in a bonus with your payment for the Upper Chinese. • He 
pushed a button on a control console on a center pillar, and 
the opposite wall lit up. 
Another row of sleeptanks lined the wall. Four were 
filled. Kyler didn't have to look to know Wt one was a 
small child, the diabetic child she'd ripped from her weep- 
ing mother's arms the day before. • 
"Your payment,• be said, w:rving her over for a closer 
look. 
The terror in her stomach flared like an angry volcano. 
Kyler leaped the distance between them, leading her lunge 
with aG upward kic~ that smashed his larynx. Bennington 
fell, wbeez.ing and clutching at his throat. 
Kyler pounced, screaming, ~ere arc my Parents?" 
She throttled him until his face became a bright red, then 
took to slamming his bead against the thermostecl floor. 
He tried t~gasp something. but she didn't care. The terror 
~twist.Cd itself into unquenchable rage, and Kyler didn't 
stop her assault until his head was a bloody, shapeless thing, 
a bag of meat filled with bone shards that sloshed its 
. "The major go~ents will dispense with money and 
different currencies. They are too erratic, fluctuate &.r too 
much to eftr join as a single economy. Only one commod- 
ity ~ always maintain a set value: 
· Terror congealed into a cold lump in her rtom.a;;h. She 
back.ed away from the sleeptank, the image of tae old 
villager ~perimposing itself on her reflection. Wrongf she 
told herself. This is wrong1 
"Lives will become the new currency, and only those 
with lives will rule," be said, a slim thread of madness 
shooting through his voice. 
-what about the governments? They'll stop this, this!• 
"The Collectors are the govemmems. Don't you un- 
derstand.> It's only taken thiny years of lµrvcsti.ng for us 
to entrench ourselves in seats of power. No official would 
dare stand against us.• He ambled over to her. "That man 
there you find so interesting, is a senator who wrote a bill 
to have Harvesting banned." 
-Wrong, Bennington! This is wron.g!" She finally man- 
aged to voice her horror. 
·wrong, dear Kyler? Why?" 
"You can't just harvest anyone who st.ands in your way. 
It isn't a tool of intimidation. It will incite chaos, shatter 
what people believe." She was trembling, her eyes follow- 
ing the endless row after row of sleeptank.s, all filled with 
floating bodies. Specimens in formaldehyde. 
to shake the trees. 
!t's something that comes 
from nowhere, pushing 
for space 
like the gust of wind 
that rises without warning 
winding the way 
a young girl tightly twirls 
hair around a finger. 
When Chris speaks 
her voice is half -drowned 
in the road of wind. 
There bas always been 
a vine of melancholy inside her, 
the crows are gathering, 
past the toppled street lights 
that arc now only shells. 
Wind gives flight 
to the dusty road. 
W e walk toward where 
by Corrine De Winter 
LOOSE ENDS (for Chris) 
cate, just like fine porcelain, yet contained an inner strength 
that bad refused to submit to the borron of the Harvest. 
"People before the State," she said slowly, as if the 
words were unknown to her. She never thought she would 
believe such words, but she knew it was true. She bad 
glimPsed in a horrific instant what happened when an 
individual was subjugated to the will of a government, and 
would do whateVcr she could to prevent it from happening 
agaui. 
Slowly, the village child's eyes fluttered open, like the 
wings of a butterfly come to lif e, and she began to cry. A5 
the centaur-tank crashed ahead toward a future she'd never 
conceived, Kyler could only join her, think of what had 
become of her parents, and so many more. 
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contents onto the blue-grey, metal floors. 
The rage slowed, and Kyler knew that security was 
coming. She could see the lights blinking on the lift-shaft. 
She spoke a command into her micro-communicator, then 
took Bennington's cane to the sleeptanks with their four 
inhabitants. Within a few moments, she found the bidden 
switch, and the crackling blade of energy pulsed to life front 
the tip of the cane. 
She slashed the tanks open, the thick gel oozing out, 
carrying the villagers with it. Kyler fished the child out of 
the gel and cleared her mouth so she could breathe. She 
helped them all, then dragged them behind the center pillar 
with the control console, just as the lift-shaft registered its 
sto~ · 
Three mesh-armored brutes burst out of the shaft, and 
Kyler slid right through them, cutting their legs out from 
under "them. She snapped up, whipping the arms off a 
fourth with the cane-blade. The remaining two raised their 
blasters, and Kyler bad to throw herself againu the wall to 
avoid the shots. She bit the up button and the doors shut, 
the men inside too cautious to make a run for it. She made 
quick work of the three on the floor. 
When the door opened the second time, K ylcr blasted 
the men before they could even get out of the shaft. She 
dragged the villagers into the lift-shaft, then blasted the 
control console on the center pillar. It exploded with a 
shrieking, then blew arcing sparks outward with a steady 
spurting. A5 the lift-shaft doors closed, Kyler could sec the 
amber color fading from the suspension gel. 
A5 the lift-shaft hurtled upward, she positioned the 
villagers against the side walls, parallel to the door, hope- 
fully out of the way of any weapon's fire. She made sure 
both blasters were set at maximum level, then spoke into 
her micro-communicator two levels below surface. 
Just as the doors whisked open, a series of explosions 
rocked the estate. Glass shattered; men screamed; steel 
melted under the fire of the centaur-tank that sped right 
through the center of the estate. Bennington's security 
force bit the tank with all they had, but their handblmers 
could not penetrate the byers of thermostccl covering the 
centaur-tank. It rolled its tncks up to the open lift-shaft 
and Kyler loaded the villagers in, ducking to avoid falling 
debris. 
She piloted the tank out of the estate, ignoring the 
repeated shots of the security forces. Once out of the main 
house, she pulverized the rows of vehicles until she was 
sure she had an adequate head st.an, then slammed down 
full throttle on the centauNank.. She knew there was no 
going back. If a worldwide conspiracy did exist, then no 
saf e place existed for her in the immediate area. 
She had her centaur-tank and many contacts witbiohc.r 
network of black.market Harvesters. She wondered bow 
many of them really knew w~t was happening, and 
whether or not it would matter. All she knew for sure was 
that it mattered to her. 
Shc_glanced down at the four villagers, her eyes finding 
the diabetic child. Still unconscious, she was so very deli- 
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"Enough, Keila! Zolar has been a godsend for our 
kingdom in times of trouble ... • began the king. 
•A godsend? What dark, tentacled 'god' do you sup- 
pose the treacherous Zolar worships in that cavern beneath 
the castle? Aye, and what tortured screams I have heard in 
the dead of night!" the Princess was nearly ~g. 
"I would suggest a walk in the garden, daughter!" said 
Bclag. 
Keila knew that tone and with a fiery look in the 
Wizard's direction, she stormed from the chamber. 
She was calmer when she entered the garden, a beautiful 
sanctuary of flower, tree and bush in the center of the 
courtyard. The fair Keila .,..as still angry enough to be 
munering to herself as she paced back and fonh in front of 
the rhododendrons. 
"Help me find a husband, indeed! That darlt snake 
couldn't find his manhood with a map and his own two 
hands!" she said as a squirrel climbed the ginko next to the 
bench that Keila found herself seated on. 
"I ask you, Sir Squirrel. Do you need help in your own 
realm to find a mate?" · · 
"No, it's a fairly usual occurrence with us. We just meet 
in tree or field and do what is natural," replied the squirrel. 
Princess Keila leaped to her feet. •Are you one of 
Zolar's demons?" She pulled a small, bejeweled dagger from 
her belt and stood at the ready. 
"Have you never encountered a speaking rodent?" the 
squirrel asked. "I am Acom, sweet Keila, Princess of Sky- 
all." 
"But how ... • 
"My nest is in yonder tree by your ... -indow. I have 
observed you on the balcony.• 
•A rodent cannot speak unless it 'is bewitched," Keila 
replied. 
"Or unless someone really listens, someone beautiful 
and good," said Acom. The words softened her. 
"May I ... pet you, Acom?" Keila asked as she sheathed 
her weapon and anger and approached the squirrel. 
"It would be an honor,• replied the rodent. Keila 
reached toward the squirrel who appeared to become 
- . frightened. As she reached still closer, the squirrel bit her 
· lightly on the finger and tore up the tree. 
"Owt Beast!" Keila called out as she examined herfmger 
for punctures. At the same time, she heard laughter from 
the evergreen bwhes behind her. She turned to see move- 
menf in the brush. 
~Comr out or I'll summon the guard!" she said as a 
young man came from behind the hedge. 
"Please do not harm me, beautiful Princess Keila.. I 
As all fathers do, King Bclag wanted the best for his 
daughter. At 16 years of age, Princess Keila should have 
been betrothed for a year as is the eustom. A suitable mate 
for his daughter was a delicate matter to pursue and not 
onJy her happiness was to be considered (the primary guide 
in the old King's heart) but also the future of the kingdom. 
After great tribulation, Bclag summoned the Court Wizard 
of Skyall. 
•Zolar, we must converse about Kells," the King began. 
"You are of course aware dut she should be betrothed to 
one of great valor and standing, but alas, I have had many 
at court to beg her hand. This has led to one adversity after 
another. Kella herself is quite obstinate! What suggestion 
do you have that ... but she enters even as we speak, • the 
King said as his daughter entered his chambers. 
The young girl was a beauty beyond comparison in this 
or any other kingdom. Mature build and sculptural pro- 
portion accentuated her golden hair caressing the creami- 
ness of her cheek and neck. Her clear, green eyes pierced 
as a bolt of lightening. And, she was not fond of Zolar. 
"You would discuss my future with this ... this magician 
behind my back, father?" Kella demanded. 
•what I do, I do for you and kingdom. But tell me why 
you have rejected all who have come to ask your band? 
Surely, there is one in the land who .. ." began Bclag. The 
young princess tired of this old dilemma between her and 
her father. The march of suitors had tried her patience and 
she had just begun to voice her opposition for yet another 
time when Zolar spoke. 
"If I could interject, Princess Keila? Perhaps my con- 
juring could bring happiness to you and relief to your 
father," the dark Zolar purred. His eyes seemed to glow 
from the recess of shadow on his countenance as he eyed 
the form of young Keila. 
"You would conjure a sow bug into a prince? or perhaps 
you would cast a spell in my direction to find even YOU 
attractive!" Keila spat. Indeed, she was closer to the truth 
than she knew. Zolar was smitten with the young princess 
and planned to make her his and his alone. It was only 
Kella's incredible will and wisdom beyond her years that 
thwarted Zolar's attempts at her seduction through conju- 
ration. 
"I only suggest, Princess Keila, that a proper suitor 
could be found through my humble efforts," he said as he 
stepped closer to her. She could detect the odor of sulfur 
on the cold wind that enveloped her. 
"Keep a distance from me, magician! I do not need yobr 
dark conjurings, your odorous incantations or bumbling 
spells to find a lover. I will embrace no man unless it be of 
my own will! And I know of your wicked deeds and suspect 
your lecherous intent, you evil, damned ... • 
BRADEN OF SKY ALL 
by S.R. ]aborsky 
The time came for the young man 
to become 'Wizard' Briden. Zolar had 
developed a strong dislike for his ap- 
prentice. The young man wis no 
longer dazzled by the old Wizard's 
simple tricks and had developed his 
own type of Maji.k. Braden put greater 
worth on cunning rather than conjur- 
mg. 
Zolar did not understand the feats 
of Braden but did not overly concern · 
himself with the matter. He planned 
skulduggery on the day of Braden's 
Convocation to the realm of Wiz· 
ardry. Zolar would eliminate both 
Braden and King Belag, thus leaving 
Princess Kella to his whim and mercy. 
The sum.mer day arrived for the 
Convocation. Great merriment was 
slated as a Convocation of Wizardry is 
one ol the most joyous events in all of 
Skyall! Man, woman, young, old, beg· 
gar and merchantman, peasant and 
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wizard.• 
•And you ARE, at such a young age?• scoffed Keila 
with a grin. 
·1 am all of 19, and yours is a smile to charm the demons 
of the sea,• said Braden, himself smiling. 
Keila stopped smiling. •My grin •nsn't for you. I wa 
merely amused that you would think yourself so wist .. 
Why do you not smell of brimstone and have the bleached 
pallor of Zolar?• 
•And why do you smell of honeysuckle and have the 
color of a pink-white rose?• 
Kella felt her cheeks flwh. "You are quite bold to the 
daughter of the King. I need only to tell father that you 
spoke to me in that manner and he would have you beaten," 
she said with, a defiant smile. "Care to tell me again about 
my skin?• she taunted. 
"It is you t.hat wish it said, fair lady. I only echo your 
beauty like a reflective crystal." The 
young man was now smiling and Keila 
did not find it an unpleasant sight. He 
had strong features and was sure of his 
actions, not at all like the parade of 
velvety suitors that bad plagued her the 
past year. 
That was the first of many meetings 
in the garden between Kella and 
Braden. As teenagers do, they dis- 
cussed all with each other. Through· 
out the winter, the brother and sister 
bond soon turned to more and late one 
spring evening, Braden stole a kiss by 
the sassafras tree and Kella stole an· 
other. 
merely wished to calm your wrath.• said the man in the 
voice of Acom the squirrel. He rendered a deep bow. 
•Arise. That was you who bewitched the squirrel to 
speak? Are you wizard, magician or demon?• 
"Not bewitched, just a trick of my tongue. I could just 
as easily have had you convening with this bench or 
yonder reek," said the dark haired, mwcular young man 
in his own voice. 
•And I can just as e.asily have you quartered and fed to 
the birds,• replied Keila. •Who are you?• 
•1 am Braden, apprentice to Zolar, Wizard of Skyall.• · 
•Zolarl He sent you to humiliate me! I might have 
guessed!. 
"His Majestic Personage is not even aware I have come 
out of the caverns. He set me to work on a problem that 
be said would take me a week and a day to solve. I was done 
in three quarters of an hour. He is not really a very good 
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Branden was bloodied from the battle and arrived first. 
Zolar emerged from the crystal, not ten paces behind him. 
Zolar formed a circle in front of his face with his fingers 
and said, "It now ends, bov who would be a Wizard!" and 
muttered an incanwion. Braden yelled out and fell to the 
floor! In great pain, he too made a circle with his own 
fmgers and then Zolar was taken aha.ck! With stronger 
resolve, Zolar continued the crushing attack but Braden 
began to struggle to his f eet, the invisible forces of wiz.ardry 
and Majik opposed in battle. No-one knows for certain 
how long they fought as Zolar had cast a spell upon the 
Hall. Those present could sec and hear, but could not move 
a muscle! There were many gives and takes in the battle, 
with no Wizard actually rouching the other. 
At last they fought in front of the great fireplace. Braden 
had his back to the fire that.was again roaring out into the 
hall through Zolar's sorcery. Braden's clothing began to 
singe. 
•At last, your demise, Braden! And then I shall deal 
with you, foolish old Belag! By Mammon, I will rule Skyall 
and this night, be young K.ella's first!" Zolar bellowed as he 
launched a new wave of force to press Braden into ·the fire. 
Braden bad nothing left but cunning. 
"Hail Zolar, Mighty Wizard and possessor of My Great 
Magic! Turn to meet your Master!" a great voice uttered 
from behind Zolar but those frozen in the Hall saw neither 
man nor demon. The force of Zolar waned ever so slightly 
··as he turned to the voice. In that instant, Braden dropped 
his own force and fell to the hearth. The strength of Zolar's 
own evil propelled the dark Wizard over the prone Braden 
and into the intense flame! There was great smoke and a 
sulfurous stench. A myriad of colors and a multitude of 
demonic voices and screams were observed and heard in 
the flames and then the fire died to normal. No sign from 
that day to this bas ever been seen of Zolar. 
time. 
the great Hall cheered as they realized that Braden had 
bested the diabolical Zolar. 
Zolar suddenly appeared beside Braden. •You must pass 
the Challenge, Braden of Skyall. Arc you prepared?• asked 
the wizard. 
"I am; replied Braden. 
•A journey! A thousand score lengths from here but 
not one length from this spot. Do you have the courage, 
young Braden?" asked the wizard with eyes glowing be- 
neath the cowl. 
"I do, Master Wizard,• Braden replied. 
Zolar uncovered a body length reflective crystal in the 
comer of the Hall. "Come; is all Zolar said as he and 
Braden stepped into the crystal. 
In what amounted to a score of lifetimes in which 
neither man aged even one day, they at last appeared from 
the crystal in the time taken for a butterfly to flutter a wing 
but once. However, in that time many worlds and places 
were visited and scores of battles fought with Zolar, so 
Braden later related. Indeed, two volumes exist filled with 
bis revelations, but those stories shall be saved foranother 
counbarons; all make merry with food and drink. A true 
Wiz.ard is all knowledg~le and· highly respected, and a 
wry handsome one with a ready wit such as Braden is 
nearly wonhipped. A good Wiz.ard will heal the sick and 
invoke blessings on the people, bnd and seas. This, Zolar 
sdaom did unless it was for a large sum of gold. All knew 
that Braden would be different. 
At dusk, they gathered in the great Hall. King Belag 
spoke. 
•All of Skyall! Three summers ago, at my direction, 
Master Zolar began the instruction of Braden of S~all as 
a 'minor drone'. Young Braden learned quickly and to- 
night we will have his Convocation to the pursuit of the 
High Studies of Wizardry!• 
A cheer went up in the packed Hall. The people knew 
that although Zolar would remain the High Wizard of the 
Court of Skyall, Braden would be out performing good 
Majik among the people while studying his craft. The King 
held his sworanigh. "Let the Convocation begin!" 
There was silence in the Hall. Suddenly, a peal of 
thunder, a flash of lightening! Then, Zolar was hovering 
above them in his blackest of robes! Children and the faint 
of heart screamed. He circled the Hall once and pointed to 
a balcony at the left of the great fireplace. A flash of sparks 
and in the balcony appeared a red throne. Zolar circled it 
thrice and sat down. With long, bony finger, he pointed to 
the great doors and they slammed and locked shut. He did 
the same with the six large windows above the ball. He 
surveyed the humanity below him. 
•And where is young Braden? Did he not enter this Hall 
before I scaled it? ls be to be late to bis own Convocation?" 
bellowed the great Wizard. This act was intended as a great 
embarrassment to Braden and was a part of Zolar's evil 
intentions. 
•If be appears at the entrance, instruct him thusly; he 
must first honor me and yield that I am the superior 
conjurer! If it is my inclination, I may then let him enter 
to sec a true Wizard!" Zolar bellowed and then laughed. 
"Let us brighten the Hall to sec if Braden hides among the 
~hadows!" and with that, the fire in the great fireplace 
roared out several arm lengths into the Hall so that the 
people had to step back. Zolar continued his maniacal 
laughter over the roaring din of the flames until be ob- 
served people gesturing toward the fireplace. From out of 
the roaring flames stepped Braden, his purple and golden 
~est.menu and white wizard's miter untouched by the 
inf erno, The people cheered as he bowed low to the King 
and Court. K.ella's bean skipped two beats. . 
"Through the obvious mischief of some demonic imp, 
I found the Hall sealed upon my arrival, ~ only entrance 
being thus," Braden said with a smile as he ~ured toward 
the belching fire. •But surely this flame haS warmed the 
room to comfort. Let us have a bit .of cool, night ml" 
Braden said as he raised his arlns,....The great doors opened 
and the fire died to normaf. He then nodded to Zolar. 
"Hail, mighty Wizard! How fortuitous that I arrived when 
I did to assist you in dispelling the Evil one.• The crowd in 




When Giorgione painted Venw nude, 
Asleep within a landscape, ·what's this? How crude!" 
One cries. But no, the goddess is not lewd. 
No matter what cries any censoring prude, 
No matter by what fools the painting's viewed, 
Her pose is natural, with gr1.Ce imbued. 
Now your beauty 
sits like a half-dead bird 
in the abandoned church 
of my heart. 
by Joe R. Christopher 
0 you were beautiful Persephone 
and although I could not give you 
the moon or the stars 
I could make you feel 
bow desire bums. VENUS SEEN AFRESH 
Gleaning aster and foxglove 
from the meadow 
the sunflowers towering 
over you 
mercifully unaware 
that an imperceptible 
hairline separation 
threatened to grow 
wider than your smile 
and swallow the light. 
by Corrine De Winter 
THE CAPTURE OF 
PERSEPH01'1E 
All were released from the stillness and rushed to the 
young man but not before Keila ran ahead of all to embrace 
Braden. 
·1 was so frightened for you, my love! And that Voice 
from Gehenna! Dearest Braden, did you observe the coun- 
tenance of the Beast who uttered that greeting to Zolar? I 
saw nothingl" 
"Turn your bead now and observe, fair Keila!" the 
booming voice from the battle said from behind Keila. She 
embraced Braden even tighter if that was at all possible and 
slowly turned her bead to see ... nothing. She looked back 
to Braden who was smiling. 
•it was you!" she said. "Like in the garden with Acorn 
the squirrel, that damnable trick of the tongue that you ... 
But why play trickery with me now? Do you think your- 
self so clever? I would have my father ... have my father ... • 
but she did not this time launch he.r anack of words. 
Braden's lips were upon hers and neither wished to pursue 
the maner of trickery. 
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b~hed at his thin beard, little dust clouds puffing out of 
the coppery hairs and settling on the dark wood of the bar. 
He patted his threadbare cloak, leaving streaks of green 
where he knocked off the gray dirt. Conover sighed deeply, 
breathing thecool air of the tavern with relief, and faced the 
rest of the room, elbows against the bar behind him. 
They were all staring at him. 
For the first time, and under their unblinking gaze, 
Conover took notice of his companions in the small com· 
mon room. All thirteen of them, he found after checking 
twice, were dressed exactly alike. Sarne red tunics, the same 
black gauntlets and the same brass ring-mail shins. Each 
tunic had a picture of what Conover assumed was a dog 
sewn onto it. The dog looked as if it were mad, with fangs 
bared in a viscous, perpetual growl. The thirteen men who 
wore the tunics, however, looked merely contemptuous. 
It seemed a good bet to the forestman that he was the object 
of that contempt. 
Leaning against the bar, waiting for his warm milk with 
honey melted into it, Conover lazily raised one hand, 
waggled it back and forth, and grinned at the assembled 
soldiers. 
One of the men was instantly in the wood.runner's face. 
Conover was taller by a clear foot, but judging by the 
soldier's widt.b, Conover was at the disadvantage. 
·what kind of uio11Wn drinks warm milk?• the soldier 
sneered, a fleck of saliva hitting Conover on the cheek. 
•1 don't know; be replied as be wiped the spit with a 
finger, •what kind of woman drinks warm milk?• The 
soldier looked blankly at him. Conover had hoped that his 
answer would be taken for the joke it was. Unfortunately, 
judging by the rising color in the shorter man's neck. and 
the silent mass of his companions, be was dealing with 
humorless men. He began to despair for a peaceful resolu- 
tion. 
•women drink milk. You some kiod of woman?• 
Single minded little bastard, Conover thought. "No 
more than ~g red makes you a lobster." he said. 
Puzzlement crossed his opponent's face. Oh no, the forest· 
man thought, he's doesn't know what a lobster is. Intelli- 
gent bullies Conover could handle without violence. Idiots 
- ··.were more difficult. 
He gave humor one more try. He tapped the symbol 
on the man's chest. "Or no more than wearing a dog's bead 
makes you a dog.• 
Instantly, Conover sensed be had made a grievous 
error. The other soldiers stood up with alarming speed. 
"No one insults the Wolf Marchers!• they boomed in 
unison, clapping gauntleted hands to their identical sword 
hilts. 
Conover was not pleased with the situation. There 
wasn't any food involved, for one thing. For another, he 
was in monal danger, which always soured his mood. Plus, 
he had spent the past hour crouched in a tree. Crouching 
in trees had never been Conover's idea of a good time, 
despite the fact that he was an accomplished forestman. 
Why people romanticized the whole idea of laying in wait 
with the silence of a cat and the patience of an owl in a 
bloody great tree he would never know. No one ever 
mentioned the cramps, the boredom and the increasingly 
important problem of relieving oneself. 
Conover was, in fact, very good at lurking in trees. He 
just bated it. He was more interested in the crashing about 
variety of fighting. Still, the young woodsman thought to 
himself, when there are a dozen men in very effective 
armor clanking after you, lurking comes in handy. 
Conover shifted his weight slightly and settled in for 
some really skillful -... .. :ting. There was time to go over what 
exactly had led to this situation before the first of his 
punuers came into sight. It hadn't been the milk alone, he 
thought, but it had started with the damn r.iins ... 
The rains were late. Usually, by this time of the year, 
sheets of water were falling from the sky. Instead the sun 
was as high and bright as the summer months. The plants 
were dry, the crops were in danger of failing and, this was 
most important, the roads were dusty. 
Conover, therefore, came into the fringe town of Bot· 
hon with a dust lined throat. It wasn't the first thing he 
would mention if someone asked him what he disliked 
most in the world, but as be stepped into the tavern it was 
on the shon list. 
Being wise in the way of travel, Conover knew that the 
light, clear drinks wouldn't solve his dust problem. So, 
without hesitation, the weary young traveler bad strode to 
the bar and requested syrup mixed into a large mug of warm 
milk. 
"Not hot, love," he said to the woman behind the bar, 
"just warm enough for a baby.• 
The barmaid, wearing the lightest clothes she bad for 
the unseasonable heat, leaned over to Conover. "You sure 
about that? A good, hot glass of milk will really get this 
chill out of your bones." 
Conover didn't seem to recognize the sarcasm, "No 
thank you, warm will be fine. Goat's milk or cow's milk", 
he said with a distracted gesture, •makes no difference." 
The barmaid shrugged and moved off, muttering to 
herself about the strange weather •really bringing out the 
loonies, I've never seen the like, to be sure.• 
The forestman ran a hand down his face, practically 
peeling layers of dirt from his sweaty skin. ~ fingers 
by Mario De Govia 
DOG'S DAY. 
nearer as they pined on him ... 
It was, the forestm.a.n would reflect later, al about that 
time when things became eruemely bizarre. He didn't 
remember entering the clearing, but all of a sudden 
Conover found him.self i l the center of a perfect ring of 
grass.~ c.enlr, be redized, No breaking through the 
forest w:all, no th inning of trees, simply then in the middle. 
He also couldn't rrmemberthe Wolf Marchers catching up 
to him, but they were with him, a red sea of mroacing 
soldiers with the bowls of the chase dying on their lips. 
From the marked way in which the Wolf Ma,rcben ignored 
him, Conover figured they bad forgotten about bis insult 
in the oonfusion of their present situation. 
Heedlea of what might happen should their attention 
re-focus on him, Cooowr took the unexpected respite to 
collapse on the ground and rub frantically at bis cramped 
leg. With a remarkable lack of speed. be managed to mas- 
sage the wont of the knots from bis thigh. 
Scnmbli.ng back to bis feet, Conover made to dash into 
the woods again. The sight that reached bis eyes, bo1R'Yer, 
stopped him cold. His erstwhile pursuen bad also gone still 
as they gazed al the apparition before them. 
The vision was, for all jntenb and purposes of physiog- 
nomy, a wolf. Thu modi wa dear. It bad a wolfs bead 
and fur, the paws wtn all there, and it1 tail bad the same 
shape as a wolfs tail. Be1ond that, Conover's mind ~ 
bered al him, it wu definitdy not a wolf. 
Wolves, the forestman's mind went on in a slightly 
quieter tone, are generally not bigger than the trees of the 
forest they inhabit. They most ce.rtain.ly don't carry~ 
ters made from black stone. Most importantly, bis mind 
said in a calm and even voice that did nothing to bide the 
underlying panic. wolves, wider no circumstances, m 
upon thrones. &peciaUy not tbn-nes made from an off 
white stone that looks remark.ably akin to, but. and this 
must be absolutely clear, is not bone. Hopefully, 
• Ahhumm, • the wolf <nature said, part growl and part 
satisfied sigh. 
"Sacrifice." it said, with a relish that Conover fowid 
disturbing. Without much conscious thought, the yowig 
woodsman began edging away from the lr.not of Wolf 
Marchers. 
The soldiers, being as they were by training and expe- 
rience, drew their we.apons. They muttered at each other, · 
phrases such as• All right lads" and "Into the breach" were 
baned about in gruff voia:s. Conover took this as bis cue 
to nin in the opposite direction. Not that be was a coward, 
bimsdf, he told bimsdf, but it's obvious that these men are 
much more capable of handling the creature. His leg Y.111 
still sore but the sounds that came from behind him dis- 
tncted him from the pain. 
The noises drifting over bis shoulder resembled nothing 
more than jumping on a bag of sticks. When be bad thought 
about it, which was not oitea, Conover bad figured that 
men being devoured would be more of a wet sound radier 
than the dry snapping be beard. There was the occasional 
scream but these were cut off before they could peak. 
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Conover pulled slowly back on the string. He hoped 
they weren't wearing mail coifs. 
He loosed the arrow, taking great pains to remain still 
and quiet. 
On the ground, the two remaining Wolf Marchers 
shouted in surprise at the arrow that bad sprouted from 
their companion's neck. Conover smiled to himself as be 
reached for another arrow. He turned slightly on bis heels 
... and screamed with the pain of all the muscles in his right 
leg seizing up. 
Well, he thought as he plummeted to the forest floor, 
that will teach me to keep up with my lurking practice. He 
admonished himself as be struggled to stretch out the 
cramp and run from the soldiers simultaneously, be cuned 
his forgetting the more subtle aspects of ambush. 
Subtlety, however, was Jacking from every portion of 
the ensuing chase. Conover ran t1' rough thickets and brush 
haphazardly, yelling with pain each time be moved his 
right leg. The Wolf Marchers were bowling and shouting 
as they smashed after him and, judging by the sounds, into 
each other. Conover could hear the howls nearer and 
~. 
Ob Gods, Conover thought, they're Wolf-Marchen! If 
oaly they'd bad a better seamstrSS. These quasi-religious 
maniaa were Alppoleli to have di.tbaadrd ym ago. 
He jumped on top of the bar and took a run down the 
leoctb of the short eouater. Conover launched himself out 
the open door. He gave a short yell of pain as be thumped 
to the ground and came to a scnping halt in the billowing 
dua. 
Fapti.ng to rep.in bis brath, Coao'ftl' clawed onto bis 
hone and spurred through the soldjen as they ran for their· 
own mounts. He came to the edce of the small town and 
plunged off the dusty road into the wuods. The dry puta 
·cnancbed under the bone's pouading hooves, the sound 
overlapped by what Conover could only assume wu the 
Wolf Marchers bowling as they P.e chase ... 
Thai bad been about Em boun ago, Conover figured, 
rubbing gently u bis right thigh to relieve the monstrous 
-cramp be could feel sneaking up on bis strained muscles. 
The 1- hour bad been in this bloody tree. 
Afu:r many &uitlea mempa to le. bis pursuers, 
CoDOftl' bad finally decided to fight. Open oombat, bow- 
eonr, was right out. He bad to raort to ambush. Well, be 
reflmed, raort wam't really the ri&bi word. with these 
odds ambush is preferable. 
Stumbling sounds and soft curses became louder as 
three of the Wolf Marchers tried to soak through the 
underbrusb, too thick for the bones they bad left behind. 
Conover wondered again why this group was around~. 
The Wolf Marchers bad been suoag in the area al one time, 
but bad hit their peak over a century and a half ago. At the 
moment, bcnrner, be ralized be should save speculation 
forlaier. 
Conover placed an arrow on the string of his bow and 
glanced al the other ones be bad stuck loosdy into the a:wik oat to bis branch. The three punuers came into 
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Conover smiled. The rains had finally fallen. No sur- 
face inside could be kept clean of mud and nothing ouuide 
could be kept dry. 
his .earlier calm. With an effort he maintained his gaze on 
the wolf creature. A gaze that, Conover hoped, showed 
base humility and reverence, 
•y 011 we will not cat." The forcstman nearly lost his 
footing at the relief that slammed into him. "You we will 
fight, kill, and bury near •15 in the sacred grove. Such honor 
has never been bestowed before." 
.Hooray, Conover thought sourly as his reprise was 
snatched from him. He watched the beast stand, grasp the 
ebony scepter in a threatening manner, and take a step 
towatds,him. 
Conover spoke quickly. "Ob, your worship, I do not 
deserve such a.n honor, but far be it for me to question your 
wisdom. I only fear that should this tale reach the ears of 
your followers, they may see it as,• Conover paused at the 
word that, when used in reference to a deity, could incur 
the 'divine wrath' everyone was so afraid of,• ... weakness." 
He finished, and scrunched his eyes in anticipation of a 
scepter bashing down on his head. 
After a moment blissfully free of blows, Conover 
peeked up at the wolf-creature. It was glaring at him, 
thoughtfully. "Weakness?" it growled, sounding more cu- 
rious than angry. 
Conover took the opening. "Well, your worship, it is 
a foregone conclusion that I shall die gloriously at your 
hand, but to kill me in your present form is no great feat. 
Perhaps more reverence would be paid if you showed how 
you could def eat me, insignificant wretch that I am, in the 
actual form of a wolf.• 
"Eh?" the wolf said, cocking its head to one side, 
"Accept your honor! Accept your death!" 
"Of course, my lord. I shall do so gladly, I just hope I 
shall be enough sport for your worship's amusement.• 
Conover wondered bow the beast had stood for all his 
talking. Perhaps it had been a while since the creature had 
priests and followers. Conover stifled a maniac urge to 
laugh at the thought of a lonely god. 
The wolf didn't seem to notice. •Ah, have you been 
raised as sacred prey?" 
That sounded promising. "No, my lord. Should I fetch 
one who has?" Conover gestured to the clearing edge, as if 
there were a gaggle of the faithful eagerly waiting to get 
slaughtered as the Sacred Prey. Whatever that was. 
"No. You shall do for now." 
"Oh, thank you, my lord," Conover muttered. 
"Though we doubt you shall give us much of a chase.• 
If he had his choice, Conover would have used the word 
frown to describe the look on the great beast's face. "Unless 
. : .. Perhaps your idea carries merit.• 
There was no transition between sizes, but suddenly 
Conover was confronted by a medium sized wolf, on all 
fours. · 
The battle \Or feast, depending oo your point of 
view,• Conover thought with panicked humor) did not 
end as suddenly as it had begun. Conover cou!d hear 
whimpers and moans over the pounding of his feet and 
bean. His feet weren'tthat loud, but his hesrt kept beating 
harder as he realized the edge of the clearir:g wa.c; no closer 
to him than when he had started. · 
When the strangely dexterous paw grabbed the back of 
his neck and lifted him highin the air, Conover actually 
lost all sense of worry. Facing absolutely certain death had 
llifllll'JS had a calming effect on him. Now, as he was turned 
to gaze into the hungry eyes of the wolf-creature far above 
the forest floor, Conover found his flush fading and panic 
receding. 
"And now this rabbit running man to chase after those 
bearing rtry image.• 
The muzzle cracked open. Conover could smell the 
recent banquet of Wolf Marchers on the beast's fetid 
breath. It was now, he thought to himself, that I should do 
something. 
~ait!" he shouted, ·~::ait! \l'ait! \l1ait!" Mercifully the 
jaws closed a.nd the forestman found himself staring again 
at the ca.nine eyes. 
"What is it?• the rumbling growl asked him. 
"Umm ... • Conover hadn't thought this far ahead in his 
plan. Then it struck him, all the old tales of the Wolf 
Marchers had some truth to them. They htuJ been religious. 
They must have lost sight of their god when they were in 
power, forgotten about the source of their power. 
Now, Conover realized, he was about to be extremely 
intimate wit'h that power. He improvised. "Didn't my 
sacrifice please you?" he asked with as much deference as 
he could muster. 
"Your sacrifice?" 
"Yes, I found them, dressed them with your image and 
led them to you." He wasn't sure where this line of reason- 
ing was coming from or where it v.•as going, but Conover 
stuck to it. 
"No Sacrifice has been given us for mmy ages.• The 
growl stated. There was suspicion in the throaty words. 
Conover had once met a priest who had quit his order 
because, the ex-cleric asserted, the Gods were more inter- 
ested in flattery than helping their believers. The woods- 
man hoped the priest had been correct. "Well, your 
magnificence, sacrifice isn't as-Willing as it used to be. I had 
to scrape and hunt up an offering worthy of your great 
need, my lord. It took me some time, but I thought your 
wonhipfulne$$ would be pleased with the result of my 
humble efforts." 
•Aye, we arc pleased," the wolf-beast grumbled, casu- 
ally picking up a wounded Wolf Marcher and biting him 
in half. The creature chewed thoughtfully as it regarded 
Conover dangling in front of him. 
"Pleased," the growl repeated. Slowly, Conover felt 
himself lowered to the ground in front of the throne. He 
had to fight the overwhelming urge to flee that cut through 
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(Blue Fairy Book, Red Fairy Book, etc. Wonderful collec- 
tions-all of themQ 
Loved Sue Nevill's "Moon Marks" poem. "Women 
have died for skin this pale ... • Very beautiful, poignant. 
Thank you for your efforts in publishing 711t Mythic 
Cirde: 
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Dear editors 
Greetings. I wanted to thank you for my contributor's 
copy of the latest Mythic Circk. I was pleasantly surprised 
at the quality and brilliance of its contents, and I was proud 
to have my poem •Amber• included. 
I have long been a C.S. Lewis fan and a fan of Greek 
mythology. It's nice to see that someone ii!· keeping the 
magic alive! · 
Especially liked "Once Upon a Prince· by David 
Sander. Reminded me of the fairy tales of Andrew Lang 
LETTERS OF COMMENT 
Hi everyone-here's issue #20 of The Mythic Cird«. We 
have stories which range from fairy talc to modem yam, 
and poems from such redoubtable authors as Joe Christo- 
pher and David Sparenberg. We also have our usual talented 
illustrators, along with some great new offerings by Sue 
Dawe. We hope you enjoy the issue. 
You have probably noticed that the issue is quite late. 
We do apologize for this. Tina's legal practice and her 
triplets are growing (they are six years old nowQ, and as a 
result her daily responsibilities are overflowing the hours 
available in her day. Tina would also like to begin writing 
again, which she has not been able to do since the children 
were born. 
Therefore, with regret, Tina has decided that she must 
withdraw as editor of The Mythic Circk after she gets this 
issue out. Sherwood is not able to take on additional 
editorial responsibilities at this time. We are searching, 
therefore, for some person or combination of people to take 
Tina's place. If no one appears, The Mythic Circl« will 
suspend publication until a new editor is found. 
Ii you arc interested in be::oming a new editor of The 
Mythic Circk, please write Tina or Sherwood (or any of the 
Council of Stewards of the Mytbopoeic Society) at P.O. 
Box 6707, Altadena, California 91003-6707. 
Tina would like to say that it bas been a privilege to be 
editor of The Mythic Circk, and that she has enjoyed getting 
to know you. She will see you at future Mytbcons. The best 
to all of you. 
EDITORIAL 
bad ever owned. But then again, the wolf he'd killed for it 
had been exceptional . 
"Exceptionally stupid." Conover muttered to himself 
as be pushed the door open to step into the rain, ~ 
whatever the day held for him. 
~ockiJlg the final chips of dried mud off his boots, 
CoDover pulled his feet away from the common room 
. finplace. 
He knew he'd have to brave the afternovn downpours 
if he wanted to make any headway. Absently he ran a finger 
along the edge of his new cloak. The fur was the finest be 
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Author's Note: An ancient earth spirit, called cihwichocani . 
in Nahua and Tileuiwuhti by the Hopi, La Llorona (weeping •, / 
woman) is a protectress of game animals and a guardian of /1/ 
children. J'fY! ), , 
I ' 
Author's Note: Navaho prayers are generally incantations, rather 
than supplications, and this chant is no exception. The traditional 
Navaho increases power by drawing the Holy People into close 
proximity and sharing in the "virtue of Power" emanating from 
the supernatural plane. Ella Elizabeth Clark wrote of the Hom 
Song as follows: "A Navaho man sings abo'ut the horses of the Sun 
God in order that he, too, raay have beautiful horses. Standing 
among his herd, he scatters holy pollen and sings this song for the 
blessing and the protection of his animals." 
~ 
How joyous he neighs! 
Behold, the Turquoise Horse of the Sun God 
How joyous he neighs _ 
There, on spread out, priceless blankets, he stands; 
How joyous he neighs 
There, of holy waters mixing, be slakes his Jhirst; 
How joyous he neighs 
There, in a mist of sacred pollen hidden, delicately hidden; 
How joyous he neighs 
These, his spirited children, grow, they will always flourish; 
How joyous he neighs! 
by David Sparenberg 
NAVAHO HORSE SONG 
White shawl woman 
weeping 
in the dark; 
at dawn 
a plaintive hawk 
circling 
in the sky. 
Plenty tears woman 
her face 




in the night. 
White shawl woman 
with her gov.·n 
bridal white 
and her long, black hair 
dancing 
in the square 
at night. 
by David Sparenberg 
LALLORONA 
The day was perfect for casting .i spell-rain, thunder 
and bright j.lgged lightning. 
The worst thing th.u could happen, he told himself, was 
that he'd look foolish. ~:ell, the animal blood could make 
him sick, roe. But ii this Jui work, then he'd have Cynthia 
back. \'\' asn 't ihn worth any chance? 
E.J. lived in .i duplex three blocks from campus. His 
neighbor Abdul, an unfriendly Arab engineering.major, 
wasn 't home. so E.J. didn't have to worry about noise. He 
locked the doors, pulled the cumins and turned off all the 
lights except his desk lamp. 
First he chalked .1 pent.igram in a circle on the living 
room's hardwood floor. Then he lit black candles, dripped 
wax on the floor so they'd stand upright, and placed them 
at the four compass points. 
He turned off the desk lamp. Lightning flashed outside, 
wind whipped through the trees, and it seemed all the 
powers of nature waited for his command. He poured the 
animal blood into the goblet, knelt beside the pentagram 
and opened the book. 
"Mugus ag Bara Ye Sigsigga. Xasbxur Gishnu Innin 
Aggisb Urma." It sounded even more ridiculous with his 
Southern accent. Then he drank the blood. 
And that was it. According to the book, he just had to 
sit back and wait. The "powers of darkness; whoever th~ 
were; would re-direct Cynthia's affections to him. If he 
really believed. He got a beer, plopped down on the couch 
and watched some MTV. 
. Six hours and as many beers later, he believed he was 
an idiot. The phone hadn't rung. No frantic knocking at 
the door. Nothing. He drank some more, and passed out. 
He didn't hear the single loud bang, as if a gigantic fist 
struck the house. 
She turned to enter a storeroom through .i hanging-bead 
curtain, then looked back .lt him. ·~[agic only works ii 
you believe," she Solid simply. 
"Oh, I Jo," he said, and in a sense it was true. P...: 




"Fifteen dollars a pint. You still interested?" 
His mouth suddenly dried as the reality hit him. 
nodded. 
"Felicity's my cat." 
E.J. handed her the list he'd compiled from the book. 
"I, uh ... need this stuff.• 
She looked at the list, then up at him. He saw vague 
disapproval. "Okay. But ceremonial animal blood is ex- 
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The book was written in the same style as the cover, 
with NEARLY every OTHER word EMPHASIZED. 
Each section-one for wealth, one for fame, one for love- 
started with testimonials from those who had successfully 
used the spells. Then came the spells themselves, in some 
weird language E.J. had never seen before. The words 
looked mysterious, and dangerous. 
In the ;lovers" section, he found the story of a man 
who'd won back his girlfriend using one of the spells. E.J. 
marked the lines as he read. 
~ ~ ~ 
In Fulton, just across the state line, E.J. entered the New 
Age shop, Felicity's Gallery. The leanwoman behind the 
counter smiled from under granny glasses. "Can I help 
you?" 
"Uh ... bi. Are you Felicity?" 
"It's over, E.J. We wan: different things from life, 
y'know? I'm into Emma Thompson, you're into that guy 
in the 'Ernest' movies. It's almost summer; it's time to 
move on.• And with that, Cynthia was gone, along with 
his faith in human nature and everything good in life. 
E.J. Marr, a junior agriculture major at West Tennessee 
State University, shuffled along the streets of We.akleyville 
without a clue what to do next. When he saw other people, 
it always seemed to be happy couples, and it tore him lpart 
inside. He called radio stations and requested "Free Bird" 
over and over; it did nothing to ease his loneliness. 
On Thursday, three days after Cynthia dumped him. 
he wandered into the big antique store downtown. Con- 
tradictory odors of dust and disinfectant filled the building. 
The old owner recognized E.J. from .111 the times he and 
Cvnthia had been in to look at odd knickknacks, and 
waved. At least he didn't ask where she was, 
E.J. browsed blankly, Secretly, he hoped he might find 
something to show Cynthia they really uer« meant to be 
together, even though he doubted such a thing existed. 
Several shelves of dusty paperbacks lurked in the back 
corner. Once thev'd found some old Sixties porno books 
here, and spent ~ crunken evening reading aloud from 
them. But now it seemed to be only romances and series 
action books. 
One book was turned so that its spine was against the 
back of the shelf. Absently he pulled it out and reshelved 
it, then stopped. He pulled it out again and looked at it. 
The cover blared, "YOU can have 'W'"E.AL TH! HAPPI- 
~"ESS! LOVE!" Under that was the actual title: "Magic 
Spells and Incantations, • The price was scrawled in pencil 
on the upper right corner of the first page. A quarter. 
Prophetically, he asked himself, \\-hy the hell not? 
THE DEPTHS OF BELIEF 
by Alex Bledsoe 
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Although there was an awful lot of blood, the four 
parallel cuts on Cynthia's flat stomach were barely visible. 
He took Cynthia back to the dorm, and left her quietly 
weeping in bed. Her clearly suspicious roommate rushed 
him out. 
When E.J. returned to the duplex, Abdul burst from 
hisex, Abdul bum from his apartment. "You arc rude! 
Rude!" Abdul screamed. "You are a very rude man! You 
leave your stereo on all night! Very rude!" E.J. heard 
music thumping inside his apartment-bis Miami Bass Wars 
CD. 
"Sorry, Abdul," he said wearily. "It won't happen 
again." 
· ·· "I will call police, you rude man!" Abdul said. "And 
the landlord!" He turned on his heel and ~ed his door. 
E.J. put his hand on the doorknob, and the CD stopped. 
Drawers had been dumped, doors and cupboards 
opened, closets trashed. There was writing on the walls 
over the couch near the television. In brown smears that 
looked and smelled like feces, it said, I AM YURS. Under 
that, like a signature, was the word, WERMA. 
"Oh, c'mon," he said. "I'd have to sneak in, and that 
snot'}' roommate of yours'll be there. We probably pissed 
off Abdul; you know how loud you get.• He helped her 
up. 
The lights went out. 
. He sat Cynthia on the bed and groped his way to the 
door. The streetlights were still on, as was Abdul's porch 
light. 
"You didn't forget your bill again, did you?" Cynthia 
asked. 
"No. Lemme go check the breakers." 
Cynthia felt around for her clothes. "Let's go back to 
the dorm." 
"The lights'll be on in a minute. Wait here, I'll get a 
flashlight." 
Even though he'd put nC'IJI.' batteries in the flashlight less 
than a month ago, it didn't work. But in the same drawer, 
he found one of the black conjuring candles. He thought 
they were all hidden in a box with the book, but apparently 
he'd missed one. He lit it and carried it back into the living 
room. 
As he entered, the lights flashed on and there was a 
gigantic crash that became a rhythmic pounding. Cynthia 
screamed, leaped to her feet and cried, "Shit, E.J.!! Shit, 
E.J.!!" 
He felt the pounding in his chest, like a good techno 
CD. He reached for the phone, but it flC'IJI.' across the room. 
He stared at the empty table, the flickering candlelight 
adding to the eeriness, and said, "Som'bitch!" 
A low moan filled the air, and mushroomed into an 
car-splitting wail that shook the windows, then faded. 
Cynthia shrieked, clutched her stomach and doubled 
over. 
By eight-thirty, they were both naked, sweaty and out 
of breath. She turned her head and smiled at him. A strand 
of hair stuck to her cheek. 'That was nice." 
"Yeah." His hands ran over her, reminding him that 
this was real. 
She traced a finge:tip along his eyebrows. "I have a 
confession to make, E.J. You know why I broke up with 
you?" 
"No." 
"Well, I knew you loved me. Way too much. I wanted 
to make sure you weren't one or those guys that would fall 
to pieces if his girlfriend dumps him. You know, the kind 
that pulls a bunch of stupid stunts to win her back, and all 
that. I need a strong, secure, real man. like you.• She sat 
up. "I'll be right back,• she said, and went to the bathroom. 
E.J. lay back on the bed, happy and content. He only 
felt a little twinge of resentment at Cynthia's confession. 
He couldn't believe it had been this easy. 
Then Cynthia screamed. 
He ran to the bathroom. The door didn't lock, but it 
was jammed stuck, and he had to put all his weight against 
it to push it open. Cynthia sat on the floor, knees drawn 
up, arms across her chest. 
"What happened?" he said as he knelt by her. 
"Something ... something touched me!" she gasped. 
•A roach?" Cynthia had a paralyzing fear of roaches. 
"No, like a band! It pinched my butt!" 
A loud banging noise startled them both. It seemed to 
come from the common wall, and he wondered if they'd 
made so much noise during sex they'd upset Abdul. E.J. 
was about to yell something when the noise stopped, then 
started again in the closet on the opposite wall. E.J. whirled 
around, but saw nothing. The banging stopped. 
"Id-don't want to stay here tonight, E.J. Come back 
to the dorm with me." 
~ " ~ 
His bean vapor-locked when he saw Cynthia walking 
toward him in the cafeteria. Tight t-shirt, short skirt, 
books clutched to her chest, she looked adorable. And 
sexy. And she smiled straight lt him. 
"Hi," she said. "Busy?• 
"No," he managed. "So ... how you been?" 
"Well, to tell you the truth, I've been thinking I was a 
little hasty. I miss you E.J." 
"Miss you, too." 
"I don't blame you for being angry, but could I come 
over tonight?" 
He nodded. "Sure. What time?" 
•Eight?" 
"Okay, I'll get pizza." 
"Oh, that's okay. I won't be hungry. Well ... not for 
pizza." She winked and swished away. Now he believed, 
all right. He belie' ed he was the luckiest guy in the world. 
"I'm bringing a couple of friends. Eight o'clock, right?" 
"Uh ... after dark?" 
Dr. Tully smiled. "I'm not afraid of the dark." 
The irony was lost on E.J. "I am." 
5' ~ ~ 
Dr. Tully arrived promptly at eight, as the sun set, 
accompanied by two others. The woman was probably a 
student, a bit overweight, wore lots of crystal and silver, 
and dressed totally in black. The man was older, thinner, 
and a bit effeminate. 
"E.J.," Dr. Tully said, "this is Cathy DuMont, and 
Bryan Cord." 
Cathy nodded. Bryar, took his hand in a firm shake. 
"They're from my coven," Dr. Tully continued. 
"They're gonna help me handle this.• 
Cathy Du~lont stepped closer. "She means w~'re going 
to put a spell on the place," she whispered mischievously. 
"Don't worry, I'll protect you." 
"And I'll protect you from her," Bryan said. 
. "You're just jealous 'cause you can't have me," Cathy 
said. 
"And you're just pissed 'cause I don't want you." 
"Twelve other people besides me in thiscoven, and you 
two were the only ones free tonight," Dr. Tully said 
mock-seriously. 
E.J. held his hand in front of her face. She followed it 
with her eyes. "Uh ... can you see?" 
"Yeah," Dr. Tully said. •At night. Thanks to them." 
She gestured up. For the first time, E.J. saw the swarms of 
fireflies that filled the trees around his house. 
"That's why we call her the Firefly Witch," Cathy said. 
"You might lose that bet," Dr. Tully muttered. 
"C'mon, let's get this circle cast." 
· 'Inside, the destruction looked exactly as E.J. remem- 
bered. The others stared for a long moment. 
Cathy looked from the debris to E.J. "You're a bache- 
lor?" 
Dr. Tully studied the inscription. •'I AM YURS'" she 
read. 
"What is 'yurs?'" Bryan asked. 
"'We?'" 
in the powers of Nature, kind of like Christians believe in 
God. We're also called witches." 
She paused, and practically heard the gears grind in 
E.J.'s head as he processed the information. "So, y-you're 
a "fitch, Dr. Tully?" 
"That's right. And as a witch, and a parapsychologist, 
I can help you, if you believe I can. What does your 
girlfriend think happened last night?" 
"I dunno. I ain't talked to her today." 
"Well, call her, tell her it was some electrical problem 
or an earthquake or something, but make sure she doesn't 
come over tonight. We'll be there at eight o'clock." 
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E.J. looked around at the bookshelves, volume after 
volume on witchcraft. Satanism, demonology and a whole 
list of New Age subjects. If Dr. Tanita Tully, West Ten- 
nessee University's resident parapsychologist, couldn't 
hdp him, who could? 
Dr. Tully listened to E.J. with an absolutely neutral 
expression. Part of that was intentional, part due to her 
blindness; her big blue eyes focused on nothing, but simply 
stared straight ahead. A mane of curly red hair framed her 
small, intelligent face. She was young for a college profes- 
sor, but no less intimidating. Especially since E.J. already 
felt an overwhelming mix of shame, guilt and fear. 
•And ... uh ... I ain't been back," E.J. finished. 
Dr. Tully pondered for a moment. "Can I ask you 
something, Mr. Marr? When you were a kid, did you ever 
play with an Ouija board?" 
"No. My folks said it was Satanic." 
"So this was your first experience with anything para- 
normal?" 
"With what?" 
"Unusual. Supernatural. Like on the 'X-Files ." 
"Oh. Yeah." 
She folded her hands and thought for a moment. E.J. 
was typical of a lot of students-not really smart enough to 
be in college, but not dumb enough to flunk out. She was 
practically certain he'd misinterpreted some things, exag- 
gerated others and was just plain wrong on the rest. As a 
psychologist, a psychic and a practicing witch, she knew 
paranormal from paranoia. 
Still, that word "Werma" intrigued her. Most rednecks 
didn't know a lot of Latin. Her gut told her he was telling 
the truth. 
Finally, she spoke. "Do you believe demons really and 
truly exist, Mr. Marr?" 
"I dunno." 
"Then why did you try to call one up?" 
"I had to try somethin'," he whispered. 
"Demons live off of negative emotions, like fear and 
anger. That's why they destroy things. You're lucky in 
one sense, though. This doesn't sound like a particularly 
powerful one, maybe because you're not encumbered by, 
ah, an excess of overt cognizance." 
E.J. completely missed the sarcasm. 
"You called this thing up to fix a problem, and you 
didn't really believe it would work, did you?" 
E.J. shook his head and mumbled, "No, ma'am." 
"That's why it's showing off. It knows you don't really 
believe." 
"I believe now. So what do I do?" 
She sat back in her chair. "Mr. Marr, do you know 
what a Wiccan is?" 
"That bamboo stuff?" 
"No, that's 'wicker.' Wiccans are people who believe 
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"Then what about us?" Cathy asked. 
"Like I said," Dr. Tully replied with a wink. 
Bryan drew the circle, with E.J. in the center. The three 
witches formed a triangle around him, and mumbled some 
sort of invocation. The random flashing from the light- 
ning bugs outside settled into a slow, steady pulse. 
Then Dr. Tully read the spell. "Mugus ag Bara Ye 
Sigsigga. Xashxur Gishnu Innin Aggish Urma." E.J. no- 
ticed she pronounced some of the words far differently, and 
wondered if that was important. 
Evidently it wasn't, because the same distinctive, moan- 
ing voice filled the room. A single strong blow shook the 
building, followed by Abdul's muffled bellows from next 
door. 
"Identify yourself,• Dr. Tully demanded. "Who arc 
you?" 
The voice responded. ·1 am ... Vcrm ... ch ... thrax 
... ." There was something odd about the voice, besides 
its source. 
"Verrnirhrax," D:. Tul:y repeated. "That's what 
"There's a Central American deity called 'Yurj,'" Cathy 
said helpfully. 
Dr. Tully laughed. "You're over-complicating. I think 
this entity just can't spell. It's supposed to be 'yours." 
Bryan nodded. "Like sorcerer, like demon.• 
"Go get that book you bought," Dr. Tully said to E.J. 
•1 need to see the spell you used. And get some floor 
space for our circle." · 
E.J. returned with the book. Dr. Tully quickly 
skimmed it. "Terrific. Just enough real information to do 
damage. Where'd you get this again?" 
•Antique store downtown.• 
"Hm. Mr. Marr, I want you to stand right here, and 
don't say a word unless I ask you a question." 
E.J. nodded. Bryan started drawing a circle, then 
stopped. He kicked some magazines aside. "There's al- 
ready a circle here. And what looks like a pentagram." 
"Uh, that's mine," E.J. said. 
"Draw ours outside that one," Dr. Tully said, "1 want 
everything important inside it.• 
When they reached the upperclassmen women's dorm, 
girls in sleepshirts and bathrobes crowded outside the west 
wing's fire exits, and boys filled the windows of the men's 
dorm opposite. The girls covered any exposed flesh; the 
boys flaunted theirs. Two Safety and Security officers 
stood with arms folded at the west wing entrance to prevent 
anyone returning to the building. Stereos blasted beat- 
heavy rap. 
Dr. Tully let Bryan appear to lead her through the 
crowd. Several students called to her, and whispers fol- 
lowed behind them as people wondered why she was here. 
E.J. kept his head down, hoping no one recognized him. 
"Officer Vance," Dr. Tully. "What's going on?" 
"Dr. Tully," Vance said. He was a big pot-bellied man 
who'd retired from the state troopers but missed the bul- 
lying power, so he took the campus job. "We're not 
exactly sure. The way the building's banging, I'm afraid 
there could be a sinkhole opening up under it." 
The door behind him opened, and a girl in a satin 
bathrobe came out. Vance glowered at her. "What took 
you so long? We ordered everyone out half an hour ago.• 
"I'm sorry, I was in the shower," the girl said, appar- 
ently oblivious to the way her robe hung open to reveal 
generous co-ed cleavage. Vance was so distracted he didn't 
notice the boy slip out the door behind her. 
"Next time, young lady, pay attention," Vance said. 
The girl nodded, turned and flounced over to join her 
giggling friends. 
Dr. Tully pulled the others aside. "We need to get in 
there, but we need a distraction." 
"You have a thing for men in uniform, don't you?" 
Cathy asked Bryan. 
Bryan looked at Vance's corpulent form. "I may be 
over it." 
Cathy sighed, nodded and said, "Be ready. And you 
owe me a lot of beer, Doc." She vanished into the crowd. 
Moments later, Cathy appeared from the men's dorm 
with a fire extinguisher. She sprayed the white foam and 
howled. All the boys, and a lot of the girls, howled in 
response. 
Officer Vance bellowed, "FREEZE!" and lumbered off 
after Cathy. She blew a plume of white foam at Vance, 
then dropped the extinguisher and ran. They disappeared 
into the night. 
"Looks kinda like two bowling balls chasing each other, 
doesn't it?" Bryan observed. 
"Come on," Dr. Tully said. 
Inside the dorm, the distinctive banging echoed down 
the tiled industrial hallway, and a distant scream bounced 
off the metal doors. E.J. led them to Cynthia's first-floor 
room, near the stairwell. 
Dr. Tully tried the knob. It turned, but the door didn't 
open. "Cynthia?" she called. "We're here to help! Let us 
in!" 
There was no response over the banging. Dr. Tully 
shoved E.J. up to the door. "Talk to her." 
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'Werma' is short for. Larin for 'The Worm of Thrace." 
"It's a wormfr E.J. repeated. 
"'Worm' used to mean 'snake." He's saying he's a 
serpent from Hell." She used the commanding tone again. 
"Show yourself, Vermithru! The Horned God demands 
it! The Goddess of the Moon commands you!" 
"Those're ours," Bryan told E.J. "They're the good 
guys.· 
The room trembled with J. low, bass rumble. E.J. felt 
it through his feet, and deep in his chest. The lights 
flickered. 
A container of foot powder flew from the bathroom 
and hovered just in front of Dr. Tully. Then it exploded. 
White dust cascaded around the room. Dr. Tully sneezed. 
The powder revealed an invisible figure on the floor, a 
fat, twisting slug-like thing about five feet long and three 
feet thick. They couldn't tell which end wJS the head. 
"You were called here by mistake, Verrnithrax," Dr. 
Tully said. "Time to hit the road. • 
"I am his," the Verrnithrax voice said. "He who called 
me." Dr. Tully realized wh.it 11.·.lS unusual about it. 
It had an accent. A Southern accent. 
"There's a Mason/Dixon line in Hell," Cnhv said in 
disbelief. . 
In a Jeff Foxworthy voice, Bryan said, •If you've ever 
conjured a demon that t.ilks like this .... • 
With just .i hint of concern, Dr. Tully said, "Okay, tell 
Vermithrax you don't want him, Mr, Marr." 
"I don't want you," E.J. dutifully repeated. 
"Ooooh, that'll scare him." Carhy snickered. 
"Say it like you mean it," Dr. Tully snapped. 
"Go away!" E.J. cried. His voice cracked. 
A cold, fetid wind blew through, scattering the powder. 
The presence moaned. Then everything fell silent. 
E.J. started forward, but Dr. Tully held up her hand. 
"Wait a second. Let's make sure." She prowled through 
the apartment, carefully looking in all the rooms. Then 
she returned. "Okay, I think it's gone." With her foot, she 
erased part of the circle. "Come on out." 
Suddenly the phone rang. In the dead silence, the noise 
made them J.11 jump. E.J. picked it up. 
"Hello?" His voice was much higher than normal, and 
he cleared his throat. 
Static filled the line, but he dearly heard Cynthia's 
voice-and a very distinctive banging. "It's here, E.J.! In 
my dorm room! Help m- • The line went dead. 
"It's at my girlfriend's," he said as he hung up. He 
looked at Dr. Tully helplessly. "You said it went away! 
What's it gonna do to her?" 
Dr. Tully shrugged wearily. "It's not an exact science, 
Mr. Marr. You invited it into your life, and your girl- 
friend's partof that." She looked at the others. "I guess we 
go to the dorm.• 
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Three months later ... 
E.J. sat in the quiet church and felt as empty as the 
building. Cynthia was gone; she'd transferred to another 
school, and he didn't even have her new address. 
He was alone. It was all his own fault, but it didn't 
make it bun any less. 
His psychiatrist, the one recommended by Dr. Tully, 
told him this was the time be was the most vulnerable. 
Vermithrax could sense his despair and try to contact him. 
He'd have to constantly remind himself that he didn't want 
or need demonic help. He absorbed all of ttlls as best he 
could, but the concepts were too far beyond him. He just 
remembered the terror in Cynthia's eyes, and the knowl- 
edge that he'd put it there. Guilt did thel"!St. 
He idly ran his fingers over the hymnals in front of him. 
He f cit something odd, and pulled out the paperback book 
on spells, the one from the antique shop. The one he'd 
given Dr. Tully. 
He stared at it. How had it gotten here? Had someone 
left it for him? No, that wasn't possible. But could some 
thing have left it? 
It almost throbbed with power. It could return Cyn- 
thia to him. She'd be his slave, his sexual toy, his property. 
He only had to take it. 
He stood and walked quickly away. He'd been to the 
depths of need and desire. His faith, the linle glimmer of 
certainty that flickered in his dim mind, had saved him. 
Now he was learning the depths of despair. 
He was sure be had the faith to get through this, too. 
Wdl, pretty sure. 
"I guess." 
Dr. Tully hit him across the top of bis head. "Don't 
guess. you idiot! You have to know! Do you believe in 
your God?" 
•yes!" 
"Then call on him! Ask for his help!" She shoved E.J. 
toward Cynthia. 
He stared at her body as it struggled against the demon's 
influence. He could have her always ... but then he saw 
her terror, and felt shame and guilt like he'd never imag- 
ined. It was time to own up. 
Tears filled his eyes as he spoke. "God ... please get 
rid of th-this thing. I'm sorry for asking for it! I'll never 
do it again!" 
~'ind rushed around the room. E.J. was shoved back, 
and four slashes cut through his shin and across bis chest. 
There were three final knocks, then silence. 
Released from the demon's hold, Cynthia slid to the 
floor. Dr. Tully got a blanket and wrapped it around her 
shoulders, then helped her into the bathroom. E.J. heard 
her violently throw up. 
"I wouldn't call her for awhile," Bryan said. "Give her 
some time to cool off. Maybe a decade." 
~ 6' 6' 
•t.ib ... Cynthia, it's me, E.J. I. uh, brought some help. 
Can you let us in ... honey?• 
The door flew open. The place was wrecked. with 
unknown words scrawled on the ciaderblock walls in what 
looked like lipstick. The bedclothes flew at them, and a 
sheet twisted around E.J. as if it were alive. He tore it away 
and looked around for Cynthia. 
She huddled in the corner behind the door. Her clothes 
were bloody and her ~ tangled, her eyes glassy and 
panicked. E.J. threw his arms around her. 
"Vermithraxl" Dr. Tully called. •what the hell arc you 
doing here? We sent you back!" 
The door slammed shut behind them, and the banging 
stopped. The moaning voice cried something incoherent. 
"Spu}t English," Dr. Tully demanded. 
•1 am his," the voice groaned. "He is my ... buddy." 
"Uh-oh," Bryan said. "That doesn't sound good.• 
"It's not," Dr. Tully. She turned to E.J. "It's up to you, 
E.J. You believed you could call it up, you have to believe 
you can send it back." 
E.J. looked panicked. Cynthia disengaged herself and 
looked at him, her eyes even wider. "You did WHAT?" 
she screamed through clenched teeth, and grabbed him by 
his cars. 
"OW!" E.J. exclaimed, and slapped her hands av.-ay. 
"I'm sorry, I, uh ... c-called this thing up 'cause ... I 
w-wanted you back.· 
"You used SAT AN to get me back??" Cynthia shrieked 
and flew into E.J. His nose shattered under one of her 
small, solid fists. He pushed her roughly av•ay and cowered 
against the door. 
"I'm real sorry," E.J. said lamely. 
Suddenly she was hurled backwards against the far wall. 
She screamed, and clutched at her clothes as they tried to 
fly from her body. 
"Let's do it, E.J.," Cynthia said. Her voice sounded 
more like Verrnithrax, and the look on her face was any· 
thing but sensual. "Let's knock boots. Bump uglies. 
C'mon, big boy.• 
Dr. Tully yanked E.J. to his feet. Her strength was 
surprising for such a petite woman. "He's trying to possess 
her, E.J., to give you what you want. You have to stop it!" 
"How??" E.J. cried in anguish. With a rip of fabric, 
Cynthia's t-shirt flew off of her, and she clutched at her 
shorts as they tried to unzip themselves. 
"Call on your beliefs," Dr. Tully said. ·~'hat do you 
believe in?" 
"I don't know," E.J. almost sobbed. He was afraid, but 
at some level he was also aroused. 
Bryan grabbed E.J. "There's a demon in the room, so 
you know there's a devil, right?" E.J. looked blank. 
"Work with me on this," Bryan said tensely. 
"Yeah." 
"Okay, then there has to be a God. Can't have one 
without the other, right?" 
I am looking for her 
but have not seen her 
I do not know who 
or where she is 
H her hair is long 
or short 
H she is tall 
or small, thick 
or thin 
I do not know 
the coloration 
of her moods 
or in her eyes 
or of her skin 
I do not know 
the shape of her hands, 
the size of her waist 
I do nor know 
how she walks or 
tosses in her sleep 
I do not know if men 
tum their heads 
to the musical scale 
of her voice 
I do not know 
if they look behind her 
when she passes 
I do not know 
if she is 
or merely seems 
In the clouds above 
or in the circling sea 
I have not seen her; 
I have only dreamed 
I think her name 
is Dierdre 
Ah, 1994. So, when I bowl 
These days, it's only cabbage heads that roll. 
I wrench them from your common, modern soil 
And play for free at Country Lanes (not royal, 
I know, but then at least they're purple). Seil/ 
You harvest? In this tearless, bustling vale? 
Forever happy, painted in your eels 
And always animated? Not as well, 
As I might like, I straddle you. Your fields 
Still feel my shadow on their bumper yields 
(Iu ghostly force presides, a sh~ as thin 
And tenuous as some medieval ..,·ind 
Would blow on these, your cartoon .igro-l.1nds), 
But now .... I'm jun another hired hand- 
The Good Knight's host turned out to be .i tour 
Guide; spirit of The Swdor of LiSue:.ir; 
The Minnesota Myth on .a.:eute 
Who might have v.·ished to t.ike some other state 
(Colossus of \l'iscons1n. m.av~:) C\.iy 
My figure, shrunken by .a ,.idwJe r.ay, 
Could keep the cool of 1a~~. the reserve 
Of Boston, lettuce. ~tight I not Jt"<'r.·e 
To snow across your ~rt"('n\ rnv ••r.:nn :~.i~l"S. 
Fine-sliced, rhin-skinned? Then prrx!u.:e \.:.iles would shake 
Again to he.army h.1ll0•:. th:.i~~H;p :-.us 
Of broadcast !Jughter :--;,".; I' :n .:!utJ :n ;-!Jee 
And labeled to J grup·\1ztJ. :('n~i:.i:ht un: 
I pose athv.·ut. emera.!J :('.ittJ. r.iper·1h1n. 
From Ga11.·ain to a ,.in ,,j hC'n,h,ut ~.uu. 
Green Fisher Kane to f ro1C'n , Jrr-.'ts. -eerns 
An epic fall, o ~m1011.:W1. 
Not deconstruction. ~C>mp01:t:11n 
(Organic, too . .at thJt) l' ,.,ns ,,, ,. .~ 
(And weakness). Green, 01"1.t ( ~~~e. now Ho Ho. Ho. 
by David Sparcnbcrg 
DIERDRE GREEN MAN FEELING 
SORRY FOR HIMSELF 
(AFfER. READING BARTHES AND 
DERRIDA AFTE~ READING FRAZER) 
by Len Krisak 
(t .. 
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"You mean these?" 
• Allanon, how did you-?" 
"I just now remembered them, here in my tunic.· 
"Oh, my Elfstones! All is not lost! All is not lost!" 
"If you 're going off to save your world, please do so and 
let us to our game.• 
"Yes, yes I'm-just a moment. Is that-yes it is, Excalibur! 
Who could've-Merlin? Is that you?" 
"Wizard's War! Shue and share alike. Now run along 
and save your little world, Gandalf ." 
"It is rather little, isn't it? Oh, by the Throne of 
Aragorn, what are a few clinking Elfstones? Just a lot of 
marbles really.• 
"That's the spirit! Pull up a seat. Hey Al, can we get a 
glass of that Rover's wine for Gandarf here?" 
"Ha, ha! Hit me!" 
Tm only here in search of my-" 
"Do you have anything worth cashing in, dear Gan- 
dalf?" 
"Prothall! The nerve! To surrender such a relic." 
-, 
"Very well, Allanon. But know this. I shall lose all that 
I have fought for on my world. Everything I have ever 
strived to def end, to consecrate as wholesome and good 
and-say, is that the ring of the White Gold Weilder there?" 
"This?" 
"No. That silvery one there." 
"Why, yes it is, Gandalf. • 
•Al, some old guy here to see you. Asking about a 
couple of stones?" 
•who is it?• 
"How should I know? Gan-something, Gandarf. • 
"Gan-geez, uh-• 
"Hey, you're not going to pack up, are you?" 
"No, no, bit me once. And I'll raise you all with this 
funky corgil of Narnia. And no, Sparrowhawk, that staff 
isn't going to do it. I want real stuff." 
"Hey, Al, here's Gandarf now." 
"Hm-rnm, Gandalf, if you please. • 
"Greetings, Gandali. Uh, I'd like to chat, but as you 
can see I'm in the middle of an important game here." 
"I can see, Allanon, but I should more easily see with 
the use of my Elfstones. May I collect them at this time?" 
•well, it's not that simple, Gandalf I-I have to get 
them." 
"Get them, you say? From whom?" 
·well, it's a long, iong story, but-uh-I know they're 
safe. Hey, Dworkin, no good, either lay down a real pack 
of trumps and not just those silly pictures, or just pack up 
and get out of here. Sorry, like I said, I can't very well get 
them now." 
•But you must. My entire world is in jeopardy and I 
must have those stones." 
"Okay, how about we back up. You came to me and 
took my only cloaking ring. Yo·1 took it and said you'd 
bring it right back. But did you? No-o-o. What's it been? 
An epoch? I haven't seen the thing in a dragon's life. In . 
fact, I'm bearing rumors from the shadows that it's been And so the worl~ are in good~~~· 
destroyed, but do I come around bugging you about it? ,., ,.,,. . ~~-- 
1 
y /::. ~ ;~\~::.~;,=. ~J:'"!=~Y::;.off yo:~ :-".~(~.~ 
~ ~~~~At/1(·{ ~\~ ;f~ :~ ( i. l i, ~\.~~ /~ . ' :~ \\ ( ti ' 
<?~ ·~ \l1// \\ 
WIZARD'S WAR 
by Tony Cobb 
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tall a.ad handsome, and I'll love you forever, ii only you'll 
be mine.• 
Her smile never changed. •h's content I am to sit here 
in the sunshine and play my mwic. rm no woman for 
you," she answered. 
The gentleman's brow furrowed grimly. "Thea I'll uh 
the quickness from your fingen and ~ your beauty 
wither and die. I'll turn all your thoughts on what you'll 
never hzve and all your contentment to despair.• 
Still, she only smiled. •All thinp pas:s, "she said. -Youth 
and beauty, talent and happiness, all go the way of the 
summer into winter. Wh2UVer discontent you aux me 
with will pass, too. & will L & will yourself.• 
The gentleman stamped the ground with rage. "Then 
it's to Death's own self I'll send you. You'll fed bis cold 
kiss on your rosy lips and bis hands filling with your warm 
breamt• 
Her smiled deepened. "I'll be your wife, if only to stop 
your pestering me," she said. •But it's three wishes I want 
from you, or not a day of joy will you get from me.• 
The fine gcmlcman clapped bis hands and turned him- 
self around three times. "&k what you will of me and it 
sh.all be yours, • 
She set her harp aside. •fim, I want to always be young 
and beautiful to you.• The little man nodded cagc:rfy. 
"Then," she said, "oa the day you tire of me, that's the cby 
I will die," Her hu.1band-to« fairly licked bis lips widi 
agrtting. ·And last,· she whispered.. "I wisb..J 
wish...• She bad no words for it, for the pal 
thing she wanted. But see it she could, In place 
of the shining summer morn, her land of twi- 
light. It sparkled will: st.an; th~ breeze carried 
to her a scent of roses and moss. A.ad some- 
where in that· world was the one she loved 
more than any other, 
From her bean to bis mind. the gentleman 
felt the truth of her wish. -You'll have it,• ~ 
said. •Whatever it is you truly wish for, it will 
be yours. If, for all lb. you Deft!' tdI me no; 
you bring me a pint wbm I tdl you so; and 
you'll not mg me more than's absolutely eee- 
cssary?• 
·1 will,• she said. He grabbed her by the 
hand and whisked her off under the bill and 
~her bis wife. 
And under the £airy hill. among the me 
roots and rocks, they a>mmmcrd to live. She 
wn a good wife to him, alw.ays young and 
beautiful to him as she wished, ~ tdliag 
him no, bringing him his pints when be 
wanted thnn and not mgging him if be hap- 
The girl just smiled, stn1mmiog •rm happy enough to 
pby for my own self, a.ad that's the truth.• 
The gentleman hopped around to look her in the face. 
9Tbm it's the love of a good man of your own people you 
wmt. You'll hzve better from me. r11 be a prince for you, 
mine.• 
Sitting by a brook on a fresh summer morni.ng. a girl 
strummed and hummed and sang her poetry with a small 
harp. Her face smiling above the i.nstrumcnt was &ins die 
day to see, and the sun in her hair turned it to pure gold. 
But her fingers played evening and autumn, and her words 
told of her love for the Lord of the Other World.. 
& he passed through the woods, past a thin place 
between her world and his, a young man of the little people 
spied the girl sitting and playing in the morning. Smitten 
with her beauty and the peace on her face, he stepped out 
of the woods and went to her and took her hand. 
•So &ir are you, I've decided to make you my own 
wife,• be said to her, without a bi or hello. 
But the maid only smiled. -it's not your wife rm 
desiring to be," she answered gently. 
He let go her hand and sat back on bis beds. She went 
back to strumming her harp. The gentlnnan smiled, none 
too kindly, and said, •h's for kinp you'll play. Rich men 
will throw you all their money, and poor men their bcatts, 
jaa to ~ a song from you. Your name will be known 
acroa the land and for all time to come, if you'll only be 
THE LTITLE MAN AND THE MAID 
by P .K. Graves 
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she wears them 
ringlets of punishment 
because she was a woman 
ravished by a god 
this is her pain: licking the air 
they hiss the unforgivable ... 
her gaze touches into stone 
all who would dare to look 
by Sr. Lou Ella Hickman 
pened to come in late of an evening or a morning. The 
children she bore him, the pixies and elves, the boggles and 
bags, she loved with all her bean, and they she, so good was 
she to them. They were a large and happy family for a good 
long while. · 
But one day, after~ few centuries, her husband came 
home later than usual. ' 
•wife," he said, "come and kiss me one last time. For 
it's tired of you I've grown. I'll have my freedome like any 
other young man in his prime, to rove the world and find 
my love where I will." 
And she went to him and kissed him and be took her 
back to where he'd found her, and left her by the side of 
the brook on the same sum.mer morning to have her second 
wish. 
Her harp lay in the grass, waiting where she'd left it, 
but she did not now reach for it. She lay dying, aging and 
withering all at once in the day. he'd grown tired of her. 
In her eyes the light of summer still shone. The aches 
and pains of her body troubled her not at all, for in place 
of the bright brook and the woods she saw her third wish 
coming for her from over a dark hill. 
Death himself bent beside her. He placed his cool lips 
on hers and lifted her in his strong arms and took her back 
to bis own twilight land where he made her his queen. True 
love they shared, for that had been her wish, and so they 
loved each other forever. 
And the leprechaun was none the worse off for know- 
ing nothing about it at all. 

